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Spin into Record Store Day with our guide
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since 1933

21st annual festival is well stocked

Lauren Monaco via Flickr

JasonDeCrow | The Associated Press

Tokyo Police Club, above, will headline Quadstock. Also in the lineup is dance-pop veteran Dan Deacon,
top right, and local favorite Hey Marseilles, bottom right.

QUADSTOCK XXI
Matthew Marteil
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

Tokyo Police Club
Dan Deacon

Quadstock, Seattle University's annual all-day music festival, is back. And in 2010, it might just be bigger than ever.
Last year's Quadstock built its hype around the one word
theme "Epic," but this year's incarnation of the event is poised
to exceed even the high expectations set by last year's festival.
"We really just wanted Quadstock to be the theme in
itself this year," says Adam Toth, senior creative writing major and Quadstock chair.
Page
"We really just want people to come out and
have fun."

Hey Marseilles

Macklemore
Beehive
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New library, new jobs for students

Designers 'frame'
new generation

75 to 90 work
opportunities available
in library next year
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer
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Clara Ganey | The Spectator
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With an additional $185,000
added to its budget, the new Lemieux
Library and McGoldrick Learning
Commons will be one of the largest student employers on campus
next year.
According to Seattle University
librarian John Popko, the additional
funds, coupled with last years leftover budget, brings the total library
wage pool to a little over $247,000.
The money will equate to roughly
27,000 hours of work to be paid by
the library, which comes to between
75 to 90 new jobs. The exact number
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and pay level of new work-study positions have yet to be determined.
In the 2008-2009 school year, the
last year of the old Lemiuex Library,
23 students were employed working
7,836 hours. In the interim library
this year, 18 students are employed,
but the number of hours worked
is unavailable.
Many of the new opportunities
will be help-desk positions. Three
service desks will assist students in
navigating the $55 million, 125,000
square foot facility.
"To a large extent, the public face
of our new library is going to be a
student face," said Judy Solberg, library director of Instructional and
Public Services.
This task may be more difficult
than anticipated. The library's request
for funds to create a new position—a

The public
face of our
new library is
going to be a
student face.
Judy Solberg
Library Administrator
student assistant coordinator who
would oversee student employees—
did not come through. Instead, the
university allotted more resources to
the library's student emPage
ployment funds.
"We do not have
a single coordinator,"
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A personal jihad:
Moezzi shares
her tale
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

In a speech given April 12 in
Piggott Auditorium, Melody Moezzi
discussed the topic of "My Personal
Jihad," exploring Islam and gender
roles in the Middle East.
Moezzi, a Muslim-American who
was raised in an Iranian-American
family, is a lawyer, author and journalist who has worked for several
media outlets including Moezzi has
written for the Washington Post in
the past and currently works for
National Public Radio. She frequently makes other media appearances on
television. She detailed her mission
of being a feminist Jihadist, working to dispel myths about Islam and
her fight against what she perceives
to be the unjust and unfair actions
of Iran.
"I came to speak to spread the
message of a personal jihad, fighting
oppression and injustice wherever I
find it, especially in my own community," Moezzi said.
According to Moezzi, writing
about injustice was a more effective
tool for fighting it than the legal system, and found she could accomplish
her personal jihad more effectively
through her writing. She describes
her jihad as a combination of improving the soul and improving the

world, citing Malcolm X as one of
her greatest influences in discovering
what jihad really is.
"Islam and jihad should not be
violent," Moezzi said.
She also argued against the Islamic
Republic of Iran, saying it was the
opposite ofIslam. She believes activism for human rights in Iran is not
dead, and she "100 percent believes
free speech, religion and press can
happen again," even if this means
taking a harder stance and fighting
back when needed.

She had the

knowledge to back
up her claims.
Ifrah Ahmed
Freshman

The event also served as a forum
for David Powers, deanof the College
ofArts and Sciences, to announce the
creation of a new faculty position
next year: Middle East historian.
He noted that the new position
will fill needs that are not currendy
addressed on campus.
"This new position will help give
perspective on the Middle East for a

Sonya

Ekstrom

|
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Melody Moezzi, a Muslim Iranian-American lawyer, activist, journalist and writer, describes her personal
jihad as the struggle to fight "Islamaphobia" through writing and activism.

global university," Powers said.
Hajer Al-Faham, one of the key
supporters and organizers in bringing
Moezzi to campus, echoed this point.
She brought Moezzi to speak on
campus as a way to engage students
in discussions about Islam, gender
relations and interfaith dialogue.
"Moezzi would be a good choice
[for Middle East historian] because she has engaged in interfaith
dialogue and devoted her career to
it," Al-Faham said. "She is more
representative of the MuslimAmerican community."
Al-Faham, junior political science
and women's studies major, helped
lead the effort to bring Moezzi to
Seatde U.She was joined with support
from organizations across campus and

support from campus officials, such as
Powers and Campus Ministry.
Seattle Us Muslim community
worked to collect signatures against
Nonie Darwish, an ex-Muslim
speaker who spoke on campus fall
quarter and who many felt did not
portray Islam accurately.
Al-Faham notes she does not believe Darwish is "worth a response,"
but does believe Moezzi did a better job of discussing the issues in
her speech.
"We wanted someone who would
speak more eloquently about Islam,"
said Erin Beary-Anderson, ecumenical
and multi-faith minister and adviser
to the Muslim Students Association.
Although Al-Faham initially
met with some reluctance from the

Muslim community in bringing
in a new speaker, Moezzi has received "an overwhelmingly strong,

welcoming response."
Even though there were those
who disagreed with Moezzi, AlFaham said her lecture sparked debate
and fostered respect for the choice
of speakers.
"She brought her own personal
twist and defied what people typically think Muslim women to be
like," said Ifrah Ahmed, freshman
political science major. "She had
a very eloquent way of speaking
and had the knowledge to back up
her claims."
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

Capitol Hill plans for its first cohousing community
Intentional living facility will
be completed near Cal
Anderson Park in 2012
Shannon Dick
Volunteer Writer

Imagine place on Capitol
Hill where people come together
a

live in a community that supports its members. Instead of being estranged neighbors, the residents make a long-term commitment to live actively among family
and friends.
Although this scenario sounds
like a fairytale, it's not; a new
cohousing community will be
developed one block east of Cal
Anderson Park.
The project is slated for completion in September 2012.
Schemata Workshop, a local
group that has designed a cohousing unit in Portland and has researched the concept in more than
20 cohousing communities, will
design the facility.
One of the principal architects,
Grace Kim, says the notion has appealed to her for a long time.
"It's the idea of being able to
grow with community [that appeals
to me]," she said.
to

In addition to designing the
space, Kim also hopes to move
into the community once it
is completed.
Part of what makes cohousing unique is the hands-on approach future residents will have
in the design and amenities of
the space.
People who apply to live in the
community will take part in a process that will allow them to be fully
involved in its development.
While Schemata Workshop
leads the design and architecture,
future residents will be able to voice
their input on amenities and suggest building features.
Schemata is planning on constructing eight to 12 units with
two unit size options on a 4,500

square-foot plot.
Most suburban cohousing

Kim said one of the most interesting aspects of the cohousing
building will be a rooftop garden.
The garden will allow residents
to grow their own food and engage in agricultural practices to

sustainability.
According to Kim, the cohousing developers hope to work
with Seattle Central Community
College to develop a system ofcrop
farming. The intention is to generate food for the building as well as
local businesses, she said.
Schemata selected the Capitol

promote

Hill location, Kim added, because
of its proximity to nearby public
transport, education centers, local

hospitals and

restaurants.

Place South—said living in an urban community satisfied her desire
to live in a dense area.
Craig Ragland, executive director ofthe Cohousing Association of
the United States and a resident of
the Songaia cohousing community
in Bothell, said he's formed strong
relationships with his fellow community members.

I

developed an interest

in cohousing because
I thought it was a

smart way to live.

Kim said some Seattleites don't
even know their neighbors. Some,
she said, can have meaningless
interactions everyday with the

communities, which are built

same people.

on multiple acres, have a large
court-yard. But due to the size of
Capitol Hill cohousing plot, which
is comparativley smaller than other
cohousing communities, the residence will have a smaller common
outdoor area.
Schemata also plans to
build decks facing outward on
each unit.

"I developed an interest in cohousing because I thought it was
a smart way to live," Kim said. "It
makes life living easier and leaves
more space for people to enjoy their
lives, family, and friends."
Eighty-three year-old Kathy
Sellars, the oldest resident of the
Jackson Place Cohousing—a development located at 800 Hiawatha

Grace Kim
Schemata Workshop
"We forgive each other's faults
or shortcomings," he said.
Both Kim and Ragland said although conflicts can arise in cohousing communities, things are often resolved because living in cohousing is
seen as a

long-term

commitment.

Still, cohousing does not-offer
everyone an ideal living situation,
Ragland said.

He's seen some residents move
of a cohousing development
shortly after its finished.
"They don't have real world
expectations," Ragland said. "It's
a part of a normal world, it's not
about Utopian ideals."
Sellars said every decision in a
cohousing community is based on
consensus, which can sometimes
make reaching an agreement difficult. But this system also promotes
equality within the community and
does not differentiate any particular
leader, she added.
Each community is able to
customize its lifestyles and social norms. Cohousing residents often live by agreements
rather than steadfast rules,
Ragland said.
Kim hopes that Schemata
Workshop's development will
be the first of many urban
cohousing communities.
Kim and her partner, Mike
Mariano, will be hosting an information session April 18 from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church located at 180
Denny Way.

out

Shannon may be reached at
dicks@seattleu.edu
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Young SU law grad
radiates awareness fights for immigrants

of nuclear proliferation clangers
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

"We could use that money folks,"
Yarrow told the crowd. "We're getting very behind."
The short documentary "Free
World," also premiered at the event.
The film follows a group called
"Journey of Repentance" from
Tacoma as they travel to Hiroshima
and Nagasaki to further understand
the nuclear bomb and its devastating effects. The filmmaker, Ashely
Michael Karitis, was present to
speak about the film.

The 2010 Review Conference of
the Parties to the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons
The United States has spent
was a hot topic of discussion at
$5.9 trillion dollars on nuclear
the forum. The conference, which
weapons and their related systems
will be held in May at the United
since 1940.
Nations Headquarters in New York,
Seattle U didn't spend nearly
will review disarmament, nations'
that much on an inflatable nuclear
commitments to the treaty as well as
missile, displayed in the Quad April
peaceful use ofnuclear energy.
8 to promote the Nuclear Weapons
Dave Hall, member ofPhysicians
Now forum, held in Campion
for Social Responsibility, urged
Ballroom April 1.
people to join him in marching
The forum, sponsored by
May 2 from Seattle University to
Clara Ganey The Spectator
the Waterfront Park to rally for
Campus Ministry and a number of
off-campus anti-nuclear weapons This conference
a firm date on the eradication of
Andre Olivie graduated from the Seattle University School of Law last
groups, explored the implications
nuclear weapons.
year. Olivie focuses on immigration, naturalization and asylum law.
of the country's enormous spending is of enormous
"This conference is of enormous
on nuclear weapons.
importance for the world and for Caitlin King
he was exposed to the issue ofhuman
Ruth Yarrow, an environmenimportance for the
peace," said Hall, who also works Volunteer Writer
trafficking in Southeast Asia.
tal educator, has fought nuclear
for the Ground Zero Center for
Upon arriving at Seattle U's
proliferation since the '80s. She world and for peace.
Nonviolent Action. "We need to
Seattle University School ofLaw School ofLaw in 2006, Olivie was
discussed what a world without
let the government know we want alumni may constitute the largest surprised to find the school lacked
nuclear weapons spending might
Dave Hall to see the end of these warheads number of practicing attorneys in any official organization that promotlook like.
Ground Zero Center for good."
Washington, but 2009 graduate ed social justice for immigrants. He
"Imagine all of the life-giving
Jim Shea, also a member of the Andre Olivie's face is not likely to be and Fernanda Parra co-founded the
efforts we could support with the
Ground Zero Center, had a couple one lost in the crowd.
law school's Society for Immigrant
$400 million our state spends on
"My goal with the film was to lis- of tips for those who wanted to help
Olivie came to the School of Law and Refugee Justice.
nuclear weapons," Yarrow said. ten to survivors' testimonies about stop proliferation.
He also immersed himself in imlooking to pursue his interests in inAccording to Yarrow, the state the bomb, take those lessons and
"First, get educated," Shea said. ternational human rights law. Upon migration law courses, said Olivie's
could build more than 2,000 lowmove forward with them," Karitis
"Then, organize and take action. graduating, he started his own firm mentor Won Kidane, assistant proincome housing units, fund more said. "Learning from the past is That's the most important thing on Capitol Hill in November 2009. fessor oflaw.
than 60,000 scholarships for college important, especially with the real we can do."
"He's taken every conceivThough he is just months into his
students and cover 161 children urgency we have today with the
practice, Olivie specializes in family able course that we offer in this
with health insurance if that money Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty Kelton may be reached at
and employment-based immigraarea." Kidane said. "He distinwas redirected.
conferences coming up."
tion law, asylum, student and workksears@su-spectator.com
guished himself as one of the
based visas.
best students."
Immigration law, a specialized
In 2008, Olivie received a
type of human rights law, can range
$5,000 grant from the law school's
from helping a family member find Public Interest Law Foundation
residence in the U.S., to helping inand an opportunity to go to
ternational students achieve a workThailand and Cambodia. For three
er's visa post-graduation.
months, he worked at the United
Olivie, who is currently helpNations Inter-Agency Project on
ing a Cambodian Buddhist Temple Human Trafficking.
in Arizona obtain a green card for
Upon graduating, he thought
one of its Buddhist Monks who is
about his options. After speaking
a Cambodian citizen, said immigrawith a few mentors and professors,
tion law proceedings can sometimes
he decided to start his own firm
take patience.
in Seattle.
"You have to prove that the temNow working out of his Capitol
ple exists. You have to prove that Hill location on Boylston Avenue,
they're a real monk," he said. "The Olivie said he has everything
he needs.
process can be very long."
"I made up some business cards
Immigration cases can be extensive, he explained, sometimes taking and got started. Office Nomads (a
Courtesy Sean Bray
Seattle service that rents out office
up to 20 years.
An inflatable D-5 Trident class nuclear missile was displayed in the Quad at various times before the
"Immigration law is very comspace to businesses on the go) gives
Sunday conference. The event was hosted by Campus Ministry.
plicated," Olivie said. "There is a lot me a private conference room and
of trauma involved as a result of the place for me to make copies; it's really
strict laws associated with staying in all I need right now."
the U.S. My practice offers a safe
As reported by Capitol Hill
space. I believe a lawyer can speed up Seattle Blog, one of Olivie's clients
the process for individuals in need." is an Eastern European citizen who
Olivie began his journey toward is seeking political asylum in the U.S.
becoming an immigration lawyer as after being persecuted and physically
an undergraduate at Arizona State
abused for being openly homosexual
University, where he was involved in his home country.
The case is fundamental in unin the school's chapter of Amnesty
International, becoming the club's derstanding the importance of asylum and international human rights,
president for the 2004-2005 year.
But Olivie says his interest in he said.
Olivie advertises his practice in
immigration preceded his college
days. The son of a Pakistani mother a Seattle South Asian and a local
and American father, issues of inter- Latino Newspaper called El Siete
national human rights have always Dias. He aims to increase his client
been on the forefront of his day-tobase in years to come.
life.
day
"I want to build my practice more
"I've always been interested in soand more, get more cases and gain
cial justice," he said. "The way rhat more experience," Olivie said. "I'm
people are treated is an important ready to help those in need."
issue for me."
After his undergrad education, he Caitlin may be reached at
Mary K. Bryant-Likens The Spectator
taught English in Cambodia where kingcl@seattleu.edu
|
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Rookie entrepreneurs
compete for $10k

Mary K. Bryant-Likens

|

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

$55 million library will have a
media center, 3 new help desks

The Spectator

Mehul Mediwala, a Seattle University MBA student, presents a
business plan during the Business Plan Competition Tradeshow.

Students showcase
business plans at 11 th
annual trade show
Chelsea Nehler
Staff Writer

to network with prominent
business professionals.
"It's not about money or competition," he said. "Its about access
to

leaders."

Like Marti, some competiintend to see their businesses
through to fruition, but others
hope that their ideas will find a
place in the market without them.
Brian Ballantyne, senior business
major, said he hopes an investor
will be interested in buying "Past
Present," the video documentary
service heVid his teammate, junior
business major lan Sides, entered in
the competition.
"I'd like to see someone carry
this on —it's a great idea," said
Ballantyne of the project, which
is designed to enable the elderly to
"pass on life stories and memories
in a modern format."
Ballantyne and Sides first

Jon Polka

tors

Months of preparation led
up to the semifinal round of
the 11th annual Business Plan
Competition trade show Tuesday,
sponsored by the Albers Business
School's Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Department.
Twenty teams that advanced
from die previous pool of38 teams
competed for $20,000 in cash prizes, networking contacts and outside
Angel Investors to support their
business plans. Tuesday marked the

second ofthree rounds, from which
four teams will advance to the trade
show finals.
"You can feel the electricity in
here," said Leo Simpson, chair of
the Entrepreneurship Department.

Graduate and undergraduate
dents of many disciplines outside
stu-

conceptualized the idea for
"Past Present" fall quarter in
Simpson's entrepreneurship
essentials class.

of business "are pursuing [their]

dreams" and "creating jobs for
themselves," Simpson said.
Point Inside, the winning team
last year, won the grand prize of
$10,000 and raised $700,000 to
start their company. Founding
member Josh Marti, who graduated Seattle U with a degree in
electrical engineering, is still involved with the company as chief
technology officer.
Marti and his teammates rode
the iTunes application wave to business success. Point Inside is a free
indoor GPS application. According
to Marti, it is one of die top navigation applications for Apple devices. "It's a Mecca of information,"
Marti said.
Point Inside provides indoor
positioning for 525 of the largest
malls throughout the United States
and Canada.
Marti said his company is currently "looking forward to industry
changing events."
"It's a wind tunnel for your
idea. And if you happen to make
finals, it's not only a wind tunnel,
but a rocket launcher," Marti said.
Now dhat they're one year old and a
generating revenue, Point Inside decided to donate the $10,000 prize
its founders won in die trade show
to Seattle University.
Marti said the trade show
ivided him the opportunity

Kk

It's not about
money [...] it's about

access to leaders.
Josh Marti
Graduate

|

special to The Spectator

Elizabeth Newvine, a student circulation assistant, replaces books in the interim library. Newvine has
worked at the library for two years and may continue her work in the new library in the fall.

Popko said. "But we have
this pool ofmoney and

Cover

�

students. We are going
have to figure out
how to recruit, hire, supervise and
evaluate them. We are optimistic
about that."
One of the responsibilities the
help desk staff will have will be to
log library patrons' questions.
The level of employment funds
for the library, acunprecedented
is
to

cording Popko.
"It's four to five times what we are
to

used to," he said.

Nevertheless, uncharted waters
have not prevented big planning. A
new media center will both employ
students and entertain attendees.
The center will include movie
production capabilities through iMovie software and a new recording
studio for student musicians.

"We are thinking that we will
hire a cadre of really sharp, energetic,
technologically savvy students who
like to share what they know with
other students," Popko said. "This
is going to be a very dynamic and
student-centric space, in part because
we only have one full-time employee
to provide oversight."

The level of

employment funds
is unprecedented.
Jobs present in the old Lemieux
Library will continue to be a
part of the new library. Technical
Services, though the name may
change in the new building, will

continue to be responsible for processing book orders, shelving and
repairing books.
The new computer systems in the
library will require a new information technology team, also made up
of students. The group will be separate from the Office of Information
Technology, though they may collaborate with OIT.
Other job opportunities include
the writing center, thelearning center
and the math lab. All three centers
will be staffed through budgets separate from the library's budget.
Bon Appetite will also be running
a cafe in the building, which could
add even more jobs for students. A
contest to name the new venue is
currendy being held.
Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

Bible study, prayer vigil cap off
transgender awareness week

Both were optimistic about the

feasibility of their business plan
but apprehensive about the level of
competition they face.
"Other businesses are asking for hundreds of thousands to
start up; we only need $15,000."
Sides said.
Simpson, theirformer professor,
had hope for "Past Present."
"I wouldn't be surprised if
someone steps up and decides to
fund them," he said.
Marti said he admires the students who participate, even if they
don't come out on top.
"It's extremely hard work,"
he said. "I really do think the
preparation and presentations pay

back tenfold."
The final winner of the competition will be announced at the
ceremony May 12.

Chelsea may be reached at
cnehler@su-spectator.com

Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator

Other events of the week included a relationships workshop, a safe space training session and a field trip
to Ingersoll Gender Center. The week was sponsored by OMA, CAPS and the Trans and Allies club.
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Take Back the
Night marches on

qualify^

http://www.surveymonkey.eom/s/sud
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Mary Giverson, a Take Back the Night speaker, presented to the
crowd about how she overcame abuse in her past before participants
marched around campus. Take Back the Night is an annual protest
against sexual violence and abuse.

CRIME REPORTS

GameWorks brawl,
hurt service dog
Assault on Bth Avenue

hH

pick up a candidate packet
Contact Christin Carroll at
carrollc@seattleu.edu for questions
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Meet Your Representatives!

Paul Hale
Non-Traditional Representative

Lin Wilson
Freshman Representative
Year:

Freshman

Major:

Business

Year:
Major:

Committees: Presidents Advisory Board
Office Hours:
Monday 1 2:oopm 1:00pm
Wednesday 12:00pm 2:oopm
-

Sophomore
Criminal Justice

Appropriations
Committees:
Office Hours:
Friday 2:oopm s:oopm
Office Phone:
(206) 296-6050
halep@seattleu.edu
Email:
-

-

Office Phone:
(206) 296-6050
wilsonl@seattleu.edu
Email:
I
...

Qfem/pp 'S/eaAt
20/0

Seniors, you

are

invited:

Friday, may 7, spm Bpm
Campion Ballroom
-

RSVP ONLINE:
http://alumniweb.seattleu.edu/netcommunity/seniortoast
BY MAY STH

Bus stop attack reported at
10th and Pike Street

called the police to his
A man called Seattle Policeafter
apartment complex at the 1100
block of Bth Avenue North East he was assaulted near the eastbound
April 1 after a fellow resident as- bus stop on 10thAvenue and Pike
saultedhis service dog in the lobby Street April 3 at 11:50 p.m.
ofhis building.
The victim claims to have
The female suspect confronted been walking when the suspect
the man, who was in the lobby approached him and asked for
with his service dog. She called money. The victim replied, "F***
off," which reportedly enraged
the animal names before slapthe suspect. The suspect charged
ping him on the side of the face.
She then proceeded to kick the the victim, knocking him to the
man's service dog. Seattle Police
ground and breaking his glasses.
officers were unable to locate He then stood over the victim,
the suspect.
"yelling unintelligibly," and then
fled, getting into the passenger seat
Violent Altercation on 7th
of a black car.
and Pike Street
Caffe Vita owner arrested
A group fight broke out on on three counts
7th Avenue and Pike Street next
to GameWorks April 2 at 11:40
Caffe Vita Owner Michael
p.m. The victim said he exited a McConnell, driving a black
restroom, saw the suspect and jokMercedes, hit a vehicle stopped
at a red light on the 500 block of
ingly asked the suspect for a dolThe
lar.
Broadway March 31. The victim
suspect then responded,
better
sit
down
or
exited
the car and was yelled at
I'm gonna
"You
McConnell,
who reportedly
by
punch you."
the
tried
to
reeked
ofalcohol.
A nearby friend
As
victim
explain
he was joking, the suspect said, of McConnell stopped to at the
"Sit down." The suspect punched scene. The victim contends the
the victim in the head, and friends friend offered to pay him $1,500
of both the suspect and the vicfor damages and to refrain from
tim proceeded to participate in
notifying the police. McConnell
the fight.
then refused to pay die victim, and
his
friends
fled
The victim and
started walking away northbound.
GameWorks but were pursued According to die police report, he
by the suspect and his friends. then returned to punch the vicAfter a few moments of fighting tim in the chest widi both fists siat 6th Avenue and Pike Street,
multaneously. McConnellwalked
arrived
and
the
two
groups away northbound again, onto the
police
Seattle U campus. The police ofdispersed.
The victim managed to idenficer that arrived on the scene ran
tify the suspect, who was arrested the license number of the black
and taken to theSeatde Police East Mercedes still sitting at die interPrecinct for processing. Multiple section and found it to be tied to
injuries were reported at the scene, Cafft Vita. McConnell was taken
into die precinct where he refused
but all individuals involved declined medical attention.
a breathalyzer test.
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Vatican changes
policy, bishops to
report sex abuse
Nicole Winfield
Associated Press Writer
VATICAN CITY (AP)
The
Vatican on Monday responded to
allegations it long concealed clerical sex abuse by making it clear for
the first time that bishops and clerics worldwide should report such
crimes to police ifthey are required
to by law.
The policy, spelled out in a
guide for laymen and posted on
theVatican's Web site, matches the
policy worked out by U.S. bishops after an explosion of sex abuse
cases in 2002..
Unlike the American norms,
however, the Vatican guide
contains no call for "zero tol—

One sentence can't

immediately reverse

Not ready

forthelSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
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centuries of self-

serving secrecy.
Joelle Casteix
Victims Advocate

Monday's action.
"Let's keep this in perspective:
it's one sentence and it's virtually
nothing unless and until we see
tangible signs that bishops are
responding," said Joelle Casteix,
western regional director for
SNAP, the Survivors Network
for Those Abused by Priests, the
main victims' group in the U.S.
"One sentence can't immediately reverse centuries of selfserving secrecy."
She said if the Vatican truly
wanted to change course ""it
would be far more effective to
fire or demote bishops who have
clearly endangered kids and enabled abuse and hid crimes,
than to add one sentence to a
policy that is rarely followed
with consistency.""
The document falls far short
of U.S. norms. That policy, approved by the Vatican as church
law in the U.S., bars credibly
accused priests from any public
church work while the allegations
are investigated. Diocesan review
boards, comprised mostly of lay

people, help bishops oversee cases.
Clergy found guilty are permanently barred from public ministry
and, in some cases, ousted from

erance" for priests who rape
and molest children, and victims immediately criticized it
as insufficient.
The Vatican insists it has long
been the Catholic Church's policy
for bishops, like all Christians,
to obey civil reporting laws.
But such an explicit policy
had never been spelled out
until Monday.
"Civil law concerning reporting of crimes to the appropriate authorities should always
be followed," said the newly
—

posted guideline.
That phrase was not included in
a draft of the document obtained
Friday by The Associated Press.
The Vatican offered no explanation for the addition. However,
Pope Benedict XVI has come under increasing pressure to show
the Vatican is serious about confronting clerical abuse and cracking down on church officials who
let it go on virtually unchecked
for decades.
The Rev. Thomas Reese, a
Vatican analyst, said the guidelines will help parishioners hold
bishops accountable.
"While the Vatican never told
bishops they could not report
abuse to the police, this is the
first time the Vatican has been so
clear on the responsibility to follow civil law concerning reporting of crimes," said Reese, a Jesuit
priest and senior fellow at the
Woodstock Theological Center at
Georgetown University.
In addition, the guideline makes clear that bishops
are to report "crimes"
not
allegations.
just
Victims were not impressed by
—

the priesthood.
None of the core public Vatican
documents that address the handling of abuse direct bishops
to report cases to police. Nor
does canon law make such an
explicit requirement.

Civil law concerning
reporting of crimes
[...]

should always

be followed.
Vatican Policy

In 2002, after the clerical
abuse scandal erupted in the
United States, American bishops
enacted reforms instructing bishops to comply with state laws for
reporting abuse, and to cooperate
with authorities. All U.S. dioceses
were also instructed to advise
victims of their right to contact
authorities themselves.
Nicholas Cafardi, a canon
lawyer who was chairman of
the U.S. bishops' child protection board that drafted the U.S.
norms, said the Vatican guidelines
were important.
"First, it makes it clear that
the Vatican understands that
transparency is important in confronting this crisis," he said in
an e-mail.
As of 2008, at least 26 U.S.

required clergy to report
suspected child abuse; another 15
required anyone suspecting abuse
states

to

report it.
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Junior selected as sole Truman Scholar from WA state
Kevin Eggers awarded $30,000 for
work on health-care policy
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer
Seattle University has produced a
Truman Scholar for the eighth year
in a row, bringing the total number
to

14.

The Truman Scholarship is a national $30,000 grant awarded to 60

undergraduates annually for excellent
work in the study of public services
or charity.

Junior philosophy

major Kevin
the
latest
Seattle
U student
Eggers is
to receive the award for his healthcare policy proposal, which would
require pharmacies to notify patients
when substituting their medicines
for generic brands. His proposal
stems from his personal experiences

with epilepsy.

I fully expect the
people of Idaho
will elect him to
office someday.
Fr. Jerry Cobb, S.J.
Truman Foundation Liaison

Eggers, ASSU at-large representative, was the only winner selected
from Washington state. Eggers
diagnosed with epilepsy at age 13.
While he no longer has seizures, he
uses his life experiences to educate
the public about epilepsy and motivate other students who live with the
condition to take action.
Eggers regularly travels the nation
to hear other people's stories about
living with epilepsy. According to
Eggers, these personal accounts
help him better understand the
biggest problems in American
health care.
He also used these experiences as motivation in the Truman
Scholarship competition.

"Getting to know these people
and their struggles, and my own
struggles, were my driving forces,"
Eggers said.
After being one of 576 juniors
initially nominated, Eggers was later
chosen to be one of the 200 finalists.
During this time period, he began
to meet with Jerry Cobb, S.J., the
Truman Foundation faculty representative, on a regular basis.
Together, they ran through the
entire finalist process and held practice interviews. For the final mock
interview, Cobb gathered professors
and faculty to act as the Truman
Scholarship interviewing panel.
"Seattle University and Fr. Cobb
have a tremendous training program
for Truman Scholars," Eggers said.
"It's incredible that faculty and staff
were willing to take time out oftheir
schedule to help me."
In his application, Eggers submitted an original health-care policy
proposal for the panel to review. This
policy focused on pharmacy practices
in Idaho, his home state. Currendy,

pharmacists are not required to notify patients or doctors of a switch
from a brand name medication to a
generic medication.
Eggers explains that in "narrowly
therapeutic" medications—the type
ofmedications used by epileptics—
this sort of transition could be potentially dangerous. The policy proposal
he submitted requires pharmacists
to notify doctors and patients of a
switch. This allows padents to make
their own decision as to whether a
change from brand name to generic
medication would be best for them.
His policy proposal, along with
his discussion of high health-care
premiums and the negative impact
of pre-existing conditions, were
what impressed panelists the most
about Eggers.
"[The competition] opened a
lot of doors for me," Eggers said. "It
increased my likelihood of getting
into top graduate programs, has offered me graduate and career advice

Matthew Brady

The Spectator

Kevin Eggers, Seattle University juniorphilosophy major, was recently named a Truman scholar.
and has presented me with a lot of
new connections."
Cobb also spoke highly of
the additional opportunities the
Truman Scholarship program offers
for Eggers.
"The scholarship does provide
$30,000 toward Kevin's graduate
school expenses," Cobb said. "But
more than the money, it provides
him with a yearlong internship in
Washington, D.C. It will connect
him with a wonderful network of
other outstanding young leaders."

Eggers' health-care
policy focuses on
prescription drugs.
Eggers hopes to take advantage
of the internship in Washington,
D.C. by applying to work in the
White House or the Department
of Health and Human Services.
He hopes to eventually go to law
school while earning a degree in
health policy to one day become a

wmfii
HI-USAC^
Discover where you'll study abroad at usac.unr.edu
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House Representative or a Senator
for Idaho.
"Kevin is an extraordinary person,
and I fully expect that the people of
Idaho will elect him to office someday," Cobb said.
Eggers will receive his Truman

Scholarship in a formal ceremony
held at the Truman Library in
Independence, Miss. May 30.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Specs of the week
Man who threatened WA
Sen. Patty Murray released

Orcas attack gray whales
in Puget Sound

A man accused ofthreatening to
kill Washington Sen. Patty Murray
over her support of health-care reform was released from jail Friday
after posting $20,000 bond.
U.S. District Judge James
Hutton set the bond for Charles
Alan Wilson after concluding the
lifelong resident of the agricultural
Yakima Valley poses no flight risk
and has no history of violence.
"While the allegations are serious, and while they have a particular edge to them, I'm convinced
that, again, conditions can be imposed to ensure the safety of the
community," Hutton said.
Wilson, 63, of Selah had been
held at the Yakima County Jail
since FBI agents arrested him
Tuesday without incident at his
home. Jail officials confirmed his
release Friday.
Prosecutors allege Wilson left
several voicemail messages laden
with expletives, some of which included threats to Murray, between
March 22 and April 4. He has been
charged with one count of threatening a federal official but has not
yet entered a plea.
The report of the threats
came amid a rash of ugliness
aimed at lawmakers who supported the sweeping federal health

Whale watchers in Puget Sound
caught a rare and dramatic sight
from their tourist boat Monday: a
pod of orcas speeding by in attack
mode and then ramming a gray
whale under water.
After the gray whale dove beneath the water Sunday, the pod
ofattacking transient killer whales
followed suit.
"Everything was quiet for a
minute," said Monte Hughes,
captain of the Anacortes-based
Mystic Sea Charters. "Then the
water went into a frenzy.
You
could see the movements of the
gray whale being hit underneath
the water."
A short time later die graywhale
surfaced, belly up, and jerked upward two or three times as it was
being hit from below, he said. The
killer whales then took off, and the
gray whale floundered for a time,
but eventually swam toward shallow waters. ,
Howard Garrett, director of
the Orca Network, said diere have
been three other reports of transient orcas attacking gray whales
in Puget Sound. The first sighting
was March 22.
Garrett said the gray whale was
spotted Monday swimming with
other gray whales and appeared to
be OK. The whale, a male named
"Patch," has frequented the Puget
Sound for the past 19 years,
he said.
"It doesn't fit die usual textbook
wildlife behavior," Garrett said.
"They usually pass by each other
and pay no mind."

care legislation.
Under terms of his release,
Wilson will be under curfew
from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m., cannot
have firearms and can't use alcohol. His whereabouts will be
monitored electronically, and he
is restricted to eastern Washington
except for court appearances
in Seattle.

...

By Associated Press and Spectator Staff
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public
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reports

thes pectator

Accident
April 8 8:55 p.m.
Conference and Event Services
reported to Public Safety one of
their staff accidently broke a vase
while setting up an event in the
President's Dining Room in the

Casey building. Public Safety
documented the incident.

Trespass
April 8 11:15 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonaffiliate male loitering near the
entrance of theLaw School. The
male was identified and trespass
warned from campus.
Malicious Mischief
April 9 1:35 a.m.
Public Safety and police responded to a report of graffiti
which consisted of approximately
a 3' by 4' tag, whichreferenced a
noon rally. The graffiti was documented and Facilities contacted
to initiateremoval.

recommends
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BLOCK PARTY

WM Elliott Bay Pike/Pine Party

Literary types can party too, and they are planning on doing just that in a very big way this
Thursday to celebrate the opening of the beloved
Elliott Bay Book Company just blocks away
from campus. Local band Let's Get Lost will be
performing on a stage donated by Neumos, New
beer garden, and
Belgium Ale will be
Via Tribunali, Cafe Vita, Pike Street Fish Fry
and Quinn's will be donating food and drink to
the sure-to-be raucous celebration. Get to know
your neighbors, buy some books and schmooze
with city bigwigs who are slated to be speaking at the event. Also, Mike McGinn might be
attending—turn the block party into a giant
Where's Waldo style game of "Spot the Mayor!"
First one to get his signature on their new copy
of "Everyone Poops" wins. 10th Avenue and East
Pine Street, 4 to 7 p.m.

!-]-]■

film

I Animal House

are in college. Why are you reading
books?
Why are you even reading this
many
should
be doing some wild and
newspaper? You
cuh-razy things. Putting lamp shades on your
head, using bras as slingshots, lighting things
on fire. If you are doing none of the above,
you should be utterly ashamed of yourself and
are hereby required to attend the screening of
"Animal House" diis Friday for a very thorough
crash course on general college hijinks and tomfoolery. The first 120 people at the theater get in
free, so you've no excuse. Also—for some reason
there will be live R&B music. John Belushi is
waiting. Central Cinema, 9:30 p.m.

Look. You
Malicious Mischief
April 9 1:50 am.

so

Public Safety on patrol found four
manhole covers had been flipped
open on the 10th Avenue mall.
Public Safety replaced the manhole covers. Facilities inspected
the man holes.

Trespass
April 9 10:45 a.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonaffiliate male in the Student Center who had been previously
trespassed from campus and
escorted him off the property.

Safety Assist
April 9 11:50 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a
report of several syringes in the
landscaping outside Chardin
Hall. Public Safety collected the
syringes and placed them in a
biohazard waste receptacle.

f«IT3

music
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HIM

Whatever happened to Bam Margera? Did he
finally get arrested for blowing up everything
and beating up his dad? Who knows? Besides
appearing in some Tony Hawk video games
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music

I Choir: The Open Road

Our choir concerts are epic. Putting a giant wall
of our most vocally talented students in a huge
grandiloquent church and having them belt out
sonic soundscapes is always a recipe for a mindblowing time. Lucky you, the time has come for
the Seattle University Choirs' Spring Concert.
This time around, the choir will be performing
American composer Norman Dello Joio's interpretation ofWalt Whitman's poem "Song of the
Open Road" accompanied bypiano and trumpet.
If you've never been, take the trip down to St.
Joseph's on 18th Avenue and East Aloha Street
and prepare to be impressed. 2 to 4 p.m. $7.

H

READING

twice, Davies is set to spend
of his spacetime in Seattle. His newest
book, "The Eerie Silence" is an investigation
into humanity's search for communication with
extraterrestrial life forms. According to Davies,
we've been doing it wrong. Sending out radio
messages isn't enough anymore—Davies asserts
that we must look more actively for the existence of alien civilations. Perhaps with the help
of Davies, E.T. will finally phone home after all.
Downstairs at Town Hall. 7:30 to 9 p.m. $5.

scientific topics
some

L.l]

J FILM

I Lunafest

What better way to celebrate 4/20 than go to
a traveling film festival sponsored by an energy
bar for women? Those Luna Bars are probably
great for the munchies, regardless of your gender.
Lunafest sports "quirky animation to touching
documentaries" all created by and for women.
A beer and wine reception along with light appetizers and chocolate tasting from Seattle-based
Theo Chocolates will be at the festival, along
with goody bags full ofLuna Bars and other lady-things for the first 200 women in attendance.
Participants at the festival will have a chance to
win a trip to Costa Rica. Lunafest's Seattle iteration will be one ofits 140 incarnations across die
country, which have collectively raised $470,000
for women's organizations. Ticket sales from
the Seattle event will go to benefit the Breast
Cancer Fund and die local non-profit Reel Grrls,
which encourages young women to explore their

talents through media production. Broadway

Paul Davies

Performance Hall. 5:30 to 9 p.m. $15 for
dents, $20 general admission.

stu-

According to his bio on the Arizona State
|H735| SPORTS
University Web site, Paul Davies "helped create
Mariners vs. Orioles
the theory of quantum fields in curved spacetime, with which he provided explanations for
how black holes can radiate energy, and what At opening day ofdie Mariner's season Monday,
caused the ripples in the cosmic afterglow of the Death Cab For Cutie performed "Take Me Out
big bang." Whoa. Apparently, he also believes to the Ballgame" in Safeco Field wearing customlife on Earth may have come from Mars. And ized Mariners gear. While that is definitely not
even better, his newest theory concludes that going to happen again at this match up against
Earth may be hosting a "shadow biosphere" of die Baltimore Orioles, Ichiro will still be diere—
alternative lifeforms. I have no idea what that so it's all good. Who doesn't like Ichiro? Get out
means, but it sounds like an awesome movie.
your peanuts and cracker jacks and cheer on the
After writing "How to Build a Time Machine" home team. Maybe if you wave hard enough,
and numerous other books with cool titles, deyou will show up on the jumbo-tron. Safeco
veloping a very successful BBC radio series on Field. 7:10 p.m. Tickets from $8 up.
astrobiology and debating the Dalai Lama on

I
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Nike ad: Brilliant way to promote Tiger or
completely classless?
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com

and being on MTV way too much, there's not
a lot I do know about Bam Margera. What I do
know though, is that he really really loved HIM.
A lot. He even convinced the band to let him
legally use their heartagram logo on everything
he's ever done. Besides being the main object of
Bam Margera's affection, HIM has the distinction of being thefirst Finnish band ever to score
a gold record in the United States. Playing what
lead singer Ville Vallo has described as "love
metal," HIM has managed to unleash the inner
gloomy Scandanavian in middle schoolers across
the country while selling them huge amounts of
T-shirts along the way. Now excuse me while I
go get a heartagram tattoo on my face. Showbox
SoDo. 8 p.m. $21 adv. $31 at the door.

No company is in favor of losing
millions of dollars. Nor does any
company want their products endorsed by someone who has proven
untrustworthy. And when a company faces both of these dilemmas,
no good results can come from it.
Desperate times call for desperate
measures.
Which leads to the new Nike
ad featuring Tiger Woods. And
the voice of his father. His deceased father.
Premiering during Tiger's attempted comeback to golf after
his infamous extramarital shenanigans with more women than can
be counted on two hands, the ad is
minimalist and focuses simply on
Tiger and the voice of his father.

The camera focuses on a visibly
distraught and unhappy Tiger for
the entiriety of the ad, while the
voice of Earl Woods seems to almost reprimand Tiger but mostly
express disappointment and questions his actions.
With Tiger's return to golf,
those in the golf world have
seemed receptive, eager to see
one of the greatest golfers of all
time return to what he does best.
However, to those not in the
know about golf, his public image
remains severely tarnished, and
the focus of public perception of
Tiger's infidelity and cheating on
his wife and family remains.
However, for Tiger, after already
proving his lack of fidelity and
class, an ad using the voice of his
dead father, which was taken out
of context and originally used in a

Keith Allen via Flickr

Tiger's Nike ad after his recent fall
from grace is raising eyebrows.

which only creates more air time
and publicity for them.
After premiering Thursday,
the ad has already generated controversy, and, inevitably, spoofs,
with its simplistic look and use of
the voice-over. Jimmy Kimmel,
Stephen Colbert and anyone with
access to YouTube have already
expressed their creativity with the
ad.
Although Tiger's rapidly emerging pattern of choices may not be

the
Woods'
mother may not have been the
best ofchoices. It shows Nike not
only endorses Woods' behavior, but
wants to profit from it by endorsing him and using his behavior to
sell products, the purpose of any
ad. Nike even benefits from the
controversy surrounding the ad,

documentary referring

to

most

morally respectable

at a

time when he is trying to reestablish

his former respect and credibility
in addition to actually playing golf
well, the publicity so conveniently
provided by the new ad can't hurt.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
What is the last
record you bought?

Sala Sataraka
Junior, Liberal Studies

Mike Matias
Senior, English/Creative Writing

Luke Roehl
Senior, Humanities

"I bought an actual record,
Redman and Method Man, at
Value Village actually. It was
meant as a present to my
ex, but I didn't give it to him

"The last album I aquired was
Led Zeppelin's 'Houses of the
Holy.' I used to work at the
IMAX and I heard that album
all the time. I got nostalgic so I
downloaded it."

"The last album I bought was
Lupe Fiasco's 'Food & Liquor.'
I'd heard some of his mixtape
stuff and his wordplay was
incredibly clever. With an album
like that it deserved a purchase."

because we broke up."

"Gil Scott-Heron's 'Small Talk at 125th and
Lennox' because the revolution will not
be televised."
Dave Rowe
Senior, Individualized Business

Interviews and photos by Matthew Brady
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Across

1. Glasses, briefly
6. Offers a price
10. First son of Adam and Eve
14. Bizarre
15. Assist, often in a criminal act
16. A single time
17. Bellowing
18. Gammy
19. To
(perfectly)
20. Old finnish money
21. Unbreakable
23. Conditions
25. Anaconda

26. Final Four org.
29. Cookbook amts.
Dame
32.
37. Chow down
38. Greek goddess of the earth
39. Fast day after Ramadan
40. Think about
43. Keeper, in football
44. Acquire through merit
45. Freight weight
46. Biblical king
47. Actress McClurg
48. Cattle group
49. Needle hole
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51. Also
53. High priest
58. Awaken
62. Helps
63. Currency of Turkey, and
formerly of Italy
64. Collection of maps
65. Steering wheel
66. Milk source
67. Rips
68.
sow, so shall...
69. Upper limbs, weapons
70. Bert's buddy

Down
1. Work up lather
2. Free from contamination
3. Collar type
4. Head cases?
5. Letter cross.line
6. Indonesian holiday resort
7. SuppOft b631Tl
8. Discharges from the RAF
9. Shorthand taker
10. Carbonized fuel

11. Organization to promote
theater

12. Chilled
13. Born
22. The land of promise
-24. Hackneyed
26. Sound of a horse
27. Boat often made of birchbark, canvas, or fiberglass
28. Essential oil
30. Date
31. Walked back and forth

33. Black gold
34. Hackneyed
35. Sharp-edged instrument
36. Correct
38. Unpowered aircraft
39. Graduated glass tube
41. "Hold On Tight" band
42. Sk3t6f Bsbiloflis
47. More spine.tingling
48. Owl, e.g.
50. Seaport in the Crimea
52. Declaim
53. Hastens
54. Without much effort
55. Salinger girl
56. Bum the midnight oil,
studying
57. Panama and bowler
59.
Bator, Mongolia
60. Delhi wrap
quam videri" (North
61."
Carolina's motto)
62. Eureka!
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QUADSTOCK201

3-D
This year's lineup throws Quadstock into a new dimension!

■
to

Structurally, the 21st annual Quadstock will
look a lot like its predecessor; advance tickets
for the event are $10, and each student is allowed
bring one non-Seattle U affiliated guest.

The festival will kick off at

noon on

the

Union Green —this year named the KSUB
stage—where attendees can entertain themselves until the main event begins at 4 p.m.
by watching student performers, wrestling in
sumo suits, racing through inflatable obstacle
courses and drenching campus icons in the

ever-popular dunking booth. Also returning
is the perennial favorite henna booth, where

After Ontario four-piece Tokyo
Police Club's first EP grabbed the
indie blogosphere's attention, the
basement band was quickly picked
up for the Pop Montreal festival
and ended up romping around
the globe a few times before even

releasing

a

full-length record. And

once they finally did release it,
"Elephant Shell" debuted at the top
of Billboard's Heatseekers charts
in 2008, sounding like Death Cab
for Cutie shot up with British

garage bands.
No doubt this year's Quadstock
headliner is one of the most highprofile acts to ever play this campus, and the rest of the summer has
them playing Coachella, Bonnaroo,
a handful of shows in Europe and
a tour with Passion Pit to promote

students can cover themselves in stock tatdesigns that will fade long before their
sunburns do.
And like last year, the main stage will host
five major acts, and students will be given a
chance to chow down on food provided by
student favorites like Dick's, Ezell's Famous
Chicken, Pita Pit and Dominos.
But this year the main stage is getting
too

their second album, "Champ," due
in

shrunk, in order to free up
in the

Quad.

more person-space

"We're hoping that with a smaller stage,
we'll be able to fit more people into our max
capacity," Toth says.
This year's event will also allow alumni a chance to buy tickets to the event
for the first time in its history, though
the number of alumni tickets available
is limited.
All in all, this year's Quadstock team isn't
doing too much to change the event's design
from last year's 20th anniversary bash, but
with its most solid musical lineup in a decade,
an increased

TOKYO POLICE CLUB

June.

The first single from "Champ,"
tided "BreakneckSpeed," is a catchy,
earnest nod-along that should be
no letdown to fans of the band's
previous work, and the rest of the
album is promised to have "eleven
songs, a disney [sic] character, fuzzy
bits, Canadian [sic] spelling, hockey
sound effects, [Dave Monks] singing the lowest note in [his] range,
one (1) saxophone note," according
to the blog of bassist and vocalist
Dave Monks.
Whether or not they'll be able
to bring a Disney character (and
Canadian spelling) to the Quad,
Tokyo Police Club is sure to shake
up the festival to a good finish with
bright, high-energy dance rock.

Nirazilla'a

via Flickr.coir

DAN DEACON
Armed with only a handful of electrongadgets and his trademark "trippy green
skull," Dan Deacon will bring his Wham
City jams to Seattle University for the 21st
annual Quadstock.
A classically trained composer and producer
of futuristic, energy-centric electropop, Deacon
has built up a reputation for getting bodies moving on the dance floor. His music rarely slows
to less than 150 beats-per-minute, and all of
his tracks sound like cartoon theme songs shot
through with vocoder and heart attack-inducing
levels of caffeine.
Deacon hails from Baltimore, Md., but he's no
stranger to the Seattle music scene. He's played
the city half a dozen times over the last couple
ofyears, rejecting 21-and-up shows as a kind of
musical injustice. Like his records, his live shows
are full of joyand vivacity, and it's impossible to
ic

Press Photo

He's also a performer with a firm grasp of
the importance of community. When he rolled
through Seattle in April 2009, he was suffering from a dislocated shoulder, but that didn't
stop him from keeping up his trademarkperformance shtick: playing in the crowd, not in front

Seattle U can only hope he
keeps up this tradition for his
Quadstock performance. The
thought of human-tunneling
around the fountain is just too
good to be true. But regardless of
whether he plays on the stage or
in the crowd, his set is guaranteed
to get people dancing all around

n
Deacon's live

shows

are

full of joy and
vivacity.
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MACKLEMORE
AND RYAN LEWIS

By Matthew Kartell and Mary Pauline Diaz
Hip-hop has long been a Quadstock staple, and this years
of bringing great MCs to campus

event will continue the trend

with hometown heroes Macklemore and Ryan Lewis.
Born and raised on Capitol Hill, Macklemore is a local hip-hop legend with an undeniable talent for wordplay and a dazzling stage presence. He's the kind of artist
who opens shows and upstages headliners with his thumping beats and powerful lyrics. His flow is smooth but
fierce, his rhymes are tight and pointed and his sets are

always high-octane.

Macks been kicking around the 206 hip-hop scene for the
last seven years, and he's shared stages with acts like Common
Market and Blue Scholars. But his style is one of a kind. He
draws on disparate musical influences that range from old
school hip-hop and rap to contemporary indie rock. His
most recent release, "the Vs. EP," is a collaboration with fellow Seartleite Ryan Lewis pitting Mack's flow over Lewis's beats
that contain samples ofsongs by Beirut, Arcade Fire, Red Hot
Chili Peppers and more.
Sometimes it's hard to dominate a stadium-style stage

when you're an MC, but Mack's presence is totally spellbinding. When he steps on stage, it's all eyes on him, and he commands the floor for as long as he's on it. And Lewis infuses
the DJ booth with an asset severely lacked by many modern
producers: on-stage energy.
Mack's music is nothing if not full ofhometown pride; his
single "TheTown" talks up Seatde as the greatest city on earth.
And hearing him do the track live, you'll believe him when he
sings "The skyline is etched in my veins / You can never put
that out, no matter how hard it rains."

HEY MARSEILLES BEEHIVE

Since the last time (and the first time) Hey
Marseilles (pronounced "Mar-SAY") brought their
accordion-infused seven-piece "folkestra" to campus, theband did their first shows on the east coast,
hit Canadian Music Fest in Toronto and was namedropped on NPR for one of their six performances
at South by Southwest.
Not bad for a matter of two months.
The band has oft been compared to Beirut
but boasts more accessible melodies as well
as the Decemberists but is buoyed more by a
stronger vocal.
Not to mention, they're a lot less depressing.
Hey Marseilles stands out from the other too-hip
folk acts and the growing pasture ofcerebral chamber pop collectives simply because they have more
fun than the rest. Any show is a show of the troupe's
goofy camaraderie, and they get the audience
involved, too.
Listen to "Rio" before the show to learn the clapping that kicks off their percussion-packed jaunt,

or make your way to the
one

front if you want to catch
of the tambourines they often throw into

the crowd.
"I thought it was corny music," says Colin
Richey, the band's drummer who originally knew
the band from recording their album. "Then I went
and saw them play live [...] and I was like, oh this
is way more fun than I thought it would be."
For frontman Matt Bishop, the Quadstock
show is also strange intersection ofhis parallel lives:Bishop also works as an admissions counselor for
Seattle University, and both the band and his job
at Seattle U started in August 2006.
"[lt can be challenging] balancing

being

a re-

sponsible, tie-wearing admissions counselor while
simultaneouslyrocking out to some accordion riffs
on stage," he admits.
The Quadstock show comes after a break from
playing Seattle shows and a week before the band's
national re-release of their album, "To Travels and
Trunks" on vinyl.

David Miller of Beehive describes their live set as "octopus arms
going crazy."
He'll move between bass, drums,
slide guitar, while Alethea "Butterfly
Beats" plays keyboard, controls
a laptop and might whip out
a harmonica.
But the bands sound itself has
their hands in a number of genres'

honey

pots,

combing together

a

seamless sound of seemingly opposite entities. Glossy vocals from
both band members weave like a
ribbon into twitchy
electro beats and
brazen guitar, with %%
layers of live, organic
sounds atop pristine
programming.
"On the laptop,
there's maybe a preconception that it's
not an instrument,"
Butterfly Beats says.
"I do feel like you
can live in this digital world but still be a human being and use these tools to express
those emotions."
On their upcoming album,
though, they've been working to
incorporate more of the live sounds
to channel the energy of their live
performance, but some of that energy could just be due to the 12year history the two have making
music together.
Miller and Butterfly Beats met
as neuroscience students at the
University of Washington when

they ended up interning at the same
lab. They found a mutual interest
in songwriting but eventually went
their separate ways—Miller to travel, Butterfly Beats to pursue music at
an art institute. When Miller came
back and had to find work, a temp
agency placed him at a social service agency, where about threeweeks
later, Butterfly Beats came knocking
on the door for a job interview.
"The whole time we were supposed to be doing documents and
filing, and we were doing music,"
Miller says. "So
we said it's time to
take this show on
the road."
Miller, who compares their sound
to that of Metric,
Muse or LCD

Everyone has a

laptop at their
side. We just
put it front and
center.

Katy McCourt-Basham via Flickr.com

Soundsystem,

says their organic-electronic apr
■
proach is just a
part of the bigger
pictures of where much of music
is headed.
"Everyone has a laptop at their
side—Ladytron or Bloc Party, they're
all sort of doing that, but they sort
ofhide it," Miller says. "We just put
it front and center."
The band is excited to play
Quadstock and see the rest of the
show, but besides that, the day will
mark another special occasion: It's
Butterfly Beats' birthday.
"They wrote a cake into the contract," she says.
|
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Law students set a new bar for comedy
Stage Advocates is one
of two law school theater
troupes in the nation

Noises Off
April 16-24

Tickets:
$5 students
$7 general public
Each performance will
be proceded by meetand-greet with wine and
appetizers at 5:30 p.m. for
an additional $10.

comprised solely of law students.
Stage Advocates performs on campus annually, and each production so far has occurred during
spring quarter.
Founded by Deidra Moss and
Boyoon Choi, both second year law
students, the group came together
last year as a way for law students to
take a break from studying and to
express themselves creatively.

Love triangles result

in a unique display

Michelle Conerly
Volunteer Writer

of comedy.

Intense typing, heated debate
and the occasional sigh of relief are
not the only sounds coming from
Seattle University's law building
anymore. Add to that list laughter,
boisterous yells and the dramatic
dropping of plates of sardines.
That's nothing abnormal when a
group of law students are rehearsing for a play.
Stage Advocates is Seattle
University School ofLaw's theatrical performance group, one of two
theater groups in the entire nation

vice president
importance to providing an artistic outlet
that also allows law students to socialize outside of the classroom.
"I think it's nice for people in
the play to remember that there
are other people in law school and
connect with sort of this thing,"
Fleming says. "It's great when
students and faculty and people
around the school get to see the
people that they know in this building in a different way."

Jessica Fleming,

ofStage Advocates,

sees an

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Stage Advocates, a theater group comprised of students from Seattle University's School of Law, do a
read-through of their upcoming production of "Noises Off' by Michael Frayn.
Part of the mission statement
of Stage Advocates is to "develop
and enhance their theatrical skills
and see how those skills can be

applied in the legal field," highlighting the connection between
the art ofperforming on stage and
the art of performing in a court
believes composure
important skill that can be
used not only on stage but the
classroom as well.
"You have to posture yourself
that you are composed in class
when responding to a professor,
and you have to posture yourself
that you are composed when you
are on stage too," Moss said.
Andra Kranzler, second year
law student and a performer in this
room. Moss

is one

year's show, notes memorization,
blocking and non-verbal communication are three important tools
in each profession as well.
Due to the positive reception
of last year's performances, Stage
Advocates plans on producing
something "bigger and better" for
this spring.
This year's production, "Noises
Off," is an early '80s play written
by Michael Frayn. When a group
of actors prepares to put on a
scandalous play entitled "Nothing
On," their personal relationships
and quirky personalities get in the
way of actually performing the
play. Love triangles, flubbed lines
and the uncertainty of pulling it all
together by opening night result in
a unique display of comedy.

She believes laughter

is important for all

people—especially
law students.

Candace

Shankel

|

The Spectator

The members of Stage Advocates note several overlaps between skill sets in theater, law and the classroom. Not to mention, rehearsing for a comedic play is a welcome break from intense studying.

When choosing plays, Moss
gravitates toward more comedic
shows, because she believes laughter is important for all people—especially law students. Last year the

troupe

performed four

one-acts by

David Ivyes. From lab monkeys
attempting to write "Hamlet" to
the multiple deaths of Trotsky,
the series of skits got the ball rolling for Stage Advocates to work
hard at making future shows just
as entertaining.
Although preparing for any
theatrical production takes up a
lot of time, the actors make the
effort to partake in something they
love to do.

Memorization, blocking
and non-verbal
communication are
three important tools.
"With different class schedules it can be hard during the
week to find times," said Michael
Charbonneau, second year law
student. "But it's a lot easier to
get motivated to come to school
on the weekend when the reason we're coming is to rehearse
a really funny play with really
funny actors."
For many of the actors, having this sort ofoutlet helps them
perform better scholastically when
they return to the classroom.
"Once I'm at school, it's a lot easier to get motivated to crack some
books and study so it really works
out

well," Charbonneau said.

"Noises Off" will run April 16
and April 24 in Pigott Auditorium
at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5 for students
and $7 for the general public. Each
performance will be preceded by
meet-and-greet galas with wine
and appetizers-at 5:30 p.m. for an

additional $10.
Michelle may be reached at
conedym@seattleu.edu
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Student designs engage with
the innovative and provocative

the spectator

I

This week's
new releases:
Music: "Congratulations" by MGMT

Clara

Ganey| The Spectator

Senior philosophy and English major Patrick Rivers examines Abdul Hawasli's product design of a pencil
sharpener titled "Screw Bunny."
Dalyce Lazaris
Volunteer Writer
Condoms can cause a lot of
stir at this school, and Thursday
night in the Vachon Gallery it was

especially
was

true.

"Kinky" condoms

among the

grabbing designs

most attentionon display at the

opening for "Frame of Mind," this
year's exhibition ofwork by digital

design students.
"[Frame of Mind] is the end
product of a whole sequence,"
says Naomi Kasumi, digital

design professor.

I noticed that most
condom packages

aren't designed
with artistic vision.
Reinard Sahagun
Graphic Design Major

The program has three stages.
Fifteen digital design juniors and
seniors first took digital imaging,
then typography and finally graphic
design. The group went through
each phase of classes together as
a cohort. "Frame of Mind" is the
final combustion of the sequence,
containing both new projects and

refined versions of works created
during the process.
Visual displays consisting of
informative design posters and tshirts, creative product designs,
campaign designs and comic strips
are set up on walls and tables
throughout the room. A slideshow
depicts animated works.
In addition to the student's designs, the event hosted a raffle with
prizes from Stumptown Coffee,
Utrecht Art Supplies, Piecora's and
more. Proceeds went to non-profit
Art with Heart.
Art with Heart is an organization whose mission is to meet the
diverse needs of children in crisis.
They accomplish this by creating
therapeutic books and programs
that help youth heal from trauma
through creative expression.
"The director of Art with Heart
used to be a graphic designer,"
Kasumi says. "We are inspired by
what she does: she heals kids emotionally, physically, and psychologically, through art."
One of the most provocative
and well-trafficked design pieces at
the exhibition, "Kinky" condoms
are contained in plastic wrappers designed with stick figure
sex positions.
The stick figures are complete with a green dot covering
the genital area, representing the
condom. Despite their vulgar appearance, the condoms serve a

creative

"We

purpose.

Columbia Records.

supposed to do a
product design, and that involved
research," says Reinard Sahagun,
junior digital design major. "I
thought condoms would be interwere

esting to research, and I noticed
that most condom packages aren't
designed with artistic vision."

Art with Heart's
mission is to meet
the diverse needs of
children in crisis.

Uonsgate

Film: "Kick-Ass"
Resting alongside a package of
ordinary Shield condoms in juxtaposition, "Kinky" condoms emphasize the artistic talent required for
effective product design.
On the other hand, "Forest
Friends dog and cat toys" by Cari
Olsen, senior digital design major,
creates a product enjoyable for petlovers ofall ages. Two construction
paper trees bear product labels,
and the toys are stuffed inside. The
leaves of the tree act as a removable lid.
"All the toys live inside theirtree
trunk. They live inside their natural
habitat," Olsen says.
"Frame ofMind" also exhibits
social justice themed student creations. Megan Newell's "Made in
Sweatshops" depicts a world map
highlighting various products and
the city sweatshops in which they
are manufactured.
The design defines the word
"sweatshop," provides a brief timeline of the history of sweatshops
and explains the pros and cons
of sweatshops.
Featuring a vast array from tshirt designs to comic strips, "Frame
of Mind" showcases the diverse

possibilities of digital design.
The exhibit is on display in the
Vachon Gallery in the Fine Arts
building until May 10.
Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Madison Semet showcases her design, a collection of self-portraits and
anecdotes that significantly motivate her hopes for herfuture career.

The Brooklyn-based duo ofAndrew Vanwyngarden and Ben
Goldwasser are releasing their follow-up to the enormously
popular 2008 album "Oracular Spectacular." "Congratulations"
still has the slippery, psychedelic lyrics of the previous album
but now without great beats behind the lyrics. On their new
album, MGMT sounds either like they're trying to put people
to sleep or put electronic sitars behind Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons. Ultimately a nine-song album with slow, boring
beats, "Congratulations" is a disappointment after the intrinsic
movement oftheir earlier work. This sophomore release is more
cohesive as an album, but only three songs are worth listening
to. "I Found a Whistle," though slow, is powerful, less about
fame and more about feeling since it isn't grumbling about the
dark side of celebrity; it's directed at "you" and comes across
in a personal way to connect with listeners. "Siberian Breaks"
turns from an acoustic ditty into a poetic and wonderful jaunt
down Delirious Drive, with a good kind of insanity showing in
its lyrics, music and sheer length (it's 12 minutes long). "Brian
Eno" is ironic and fast-moving with outlandish and swift lyrics like "if the sky was synthesized you'd probably know." The
poeticism of MGMT has not vanished, but its chart-topping,
ecstatic jams like "Electric Feel" are missing from this album.
"Congratulations" is available now on vinyl and CD from Sony/

Dalyce may be reached at
lazarisd@seattleu.edu

Superheroes don't need superpowers, justcapes. Dave Lizewski
(Aaron Johnson) is Kick-Ass, an overlooked high school student
who decides to become a superhero, though he has no super
powers of any kind. After getting caught on a camera phone
and put on YouTube, he rises to instant popularity and teams up
with several other normal people who put on capes and masks to
help him fight crime: Red Mist (Christopher Mintz-Plasse), HitGirl (Chloe Moretz) and Big Daddy (Nicholas Cage). However,
when Frank d'Amico (Mark Strong) puts out a contract on their
heads, the gang of anonymous high schoolers, little girls and
ex-cops has to fight like they are real superheroes, even though
they aren't. "Kick-Ass" hits theaters Friday.
Book: "The Authenticity Hoax:
How We Get Lost Finding
Ourselves" by Andrew Potter
Do you find yourself pretending to be Holden Caulfield,
thinking everyone is a phony?
Maybe it's time to get some
help for than "The Authenticity
Hoax; HowWe GetLost Finding
Ourselves" critiques the quest
for the "authentic" in a modern

world. The book melds philosophy, history and pop culture to
I
showthe search for the authentic
Harper Publications
actually creates a world of selfabsorption and consumerism, a world
of aggressive ambition and one-upping. Author Andrew Potter
argues that this fake pursuit to be real causes the disintegration
ofactual relationships and communities. Thomas de Zengotita,
author of"Mediated," calls this book "the kind ofcriticism that
changes minds." "The Authenticity Hoax" is available now from
HarperCollins.
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Music lovers wax nostalgic in annual celebration
Seattle record shops host
in-store shows and sales
for Record Store Day
Kelton Sears
Senior StaffWriter

April 17 marks a special day for
those who geek out about 7-inch
singles, rare split EPs and all
things stereophonic.
This day marks the third annual
Record Store Day.
Created by Chris Brown, an
employee at the independent record store Bull Moose in Portland,
Maine in 2007, Record Store Day is
the one day where all 700 independent record retailers in the United
States come together and celebrate
music by holding tons of in-store
performances and releasing copious
amounts ofexclusive vinyl and CD
releases. But more importantly, it's
a celebration of a culture quickly

becoming endangered

as

"Small indie stores are still going to
hang in there [...] we've got some
diehard music fans in this city."
Through the Internet, people
now have access to more music than
ever before, but record stores are relying on audiophiles' desire to hold
a physical entity in their hands that
they can own and be proud of.
Victory Records, the Chicagobased home of popular bands like
Hawthorne Heights and Taking
Back Sunday, are beginning to release more on vinyl, despite vinyls
perception as a niche market.

The experience we
offer you can't get from

just downloading.
Adam Tutty

Easy Street Records

digital

formats take over as the standard
way people consume music.
"The way kids listen to music
is different than how I did when I
was a kid," says Adam Tutty, employee at Easy Street Records' West
Seattle location. "I think indie record stores still have a place in the
culture because the experience we
offer you can't get from just downloading things."

Vinyl sales have gone

"It's something fans are starting
to really want to see->-theirfavorite
bands on vinyl," says Rick Linus,
representative from Victory. "We're
talking about people with a real lust
and passion for music who want a
sense of ownership over their music. You can't hang out at night and
hold a digital MP3."
Saturday there will be a slew of
exciting exclusive releases from a
wide range ofartists. Modest Mouse
will be reissuing their seminal record "The Moon Antarctica" on
180-gram vinyl, Blur will be releasing their first new single since 2003,
and the Flaming Lips will be releasing their "Dark Side ofThe Moon"
cover album on seafoam green vinyl. Even The Rolling Stones and
The Beatles will be releasing new
vinyl exclusives.
Needless to say, there will
be plenty of wax goodies to be
had Saturday.
&

up 180-percent at

Easy Street Records.
The buying trends seem to agree
well. Tutty reported that in the
last year and a half, vinyl sales have
gone up 180 percent at their store,
a sharp contrast to the steady decline in CD sales.
"We're doing quite well," says
Hans Pluegel, employee at Everyday
Music's Capitol Hill location.
as

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Hans Pluegel, an employee at Everyday Music, sees a place for indie record stores in the digital age.

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

Record Store Day events in Seattle
Sonic Boom
In-store performance from Minus the Bear in Capitol

c
i
Barnes performing
Hill location.
Danny D

in

n 11
j
ballard.

Porchlight Coffee & Records
Free drink with any LP purchased.
Everyday Music
DJs, select sales, cupcakes and coffee.
Easy Street Records
10 percent storewide sale. Used vinyl on sale for a dollar.
*

rUV

20 percent discount on all vinyl, CDs and musicrelated DVDs

Silver Platters
20 percent off everything storewide. Performances
by Amber Pacific, Creme Tangerine, Trampled by
,
i
Turtles, as well as a meet and greet with
signings by
HIM in the Queen Anne location. Blake Lewis DJ set at
Northgate location.
'

>

To find a full list of participating record stores in Seattle and around the country, visit recordstoreday.com

Hunters,
gatherers forge
new trail on to
Capitol Hill
Jon

Polka | Special to The Spectator

Hunter Gatherer Lodge opened Friday on East Pike Street, replacing
the War Room. It's the fifth remodel under owner Marcus Lalario, who
has eschewed War Room's Shepard Fairey prints for animal heads.
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Librettist speaks
on English opera
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
To those who did not grow
up in 16th century Italy, opera is
mostly viewed as inaccessible and
difficult to understand. Gardner
McFall and the Seattle Opera
have different ideas in mind, which
McFall shared at Seattle University
April 8.
McFall, the librettist of the upcoming opera "Amelia," wrote the
opera in English, drawing heavily on themes not just from her
own life, but themes applicable to
Seattle as well. This libretto is the
first professional experience working with the opera for McFall, a
poet, author and professor, who
discussed how her previous work
as an author helped her when writing the libretto.

The words of an opera

come first and help
build dramatic tension.
Gardner McFall
Librettist, "Amelia"

"The words of an opera come
first and help build dramatic tenon the composer then provides,"
McFall said.

McFall s talk was part of the ongoing "Fugitive Forms" series put
on by the creative writing program,
showcasing literary forms not typi-

cally taught

in

college classes.

According to Sharon
Cumberland, director of the creative writing program, the series is
put on every year, but this was the
first with a theme.
Cumberland met both McFall
and the composer for the opera,
Daron Aric Hagen, at Yaddo, an
artist colony in Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. years ago. Because ofthis connection, Cumberland was able to
attend preliminary performances
of "Amelia" before asking McFall
to speak at Seattle U.
McFall emphasized the fact that
in writing the libretto, she was able
to draw heavily on her experience
as an author and poet, focusing
on "economy, clarity of language,

and feeling."
The opera centers on a series
of flashbacks over 30 years, as a
woman in her late 30s is about to
give birth to a child and continues
to face and cope with the death
of her father, a pilot lost in the
Vietnam War. The story uses the
movement from loss to recuperation and the juxtaposition ofother
opposing ideas.
"It's about the interaction of
passion and excitement with the
dark side of flight," McFall said.
McFall's book of poetry, "Hie

Candace Shankel |

The Spectator

In Gardner McFall's opera, a woman's copes with her father's death as she prepares to give birth.
Pilot's Daughter," also conveys
themes similar to "Amelia."
She drew from her own life and
memories, as her father was lost in
the Vietnam War, and the writing
of"The Pilot's Daughter" happened
before the birth ofher child.
"It enhanced the writing experience to explore a new genre,
and words can go out and reach
new people in a new form,"
McFall said.
Even though the opera drew so
heavily on McFall's own experiences, she hopes to convey "universal
human experiences" through it.
"Amelia" was commissioned
specifically for the Seattle Opera
in 2005. Five composers responded

the call for an original opera
with ideas.
However, it was Hagen's opera
involving the history of flight—
starting with Daedalus and
Icarus—and the incorporation of
the Vietnam War that captured
to

With themes focusing
flight, the play appealed to the

attention.
on

Seattle Opera because of Seattle's
involvement with aviation.
To write this American story sung in English, Hagen approached McFall to write the libretto. According to McFall, Hagen
thought her inexperience in writing
for the opera would be a strength
and a virtue.
Although the play has not yet

premiered, the Seattle Opera is excited for the audiences reaction to
the finished product.
"It's is a really powerful human
experience," said Jonathan Dean,
director of public programming
and media for the Seattle Opera.
"Amelia" will premier at the
Seattle Opera May 8 at McCaw
Hall, and discounted tickets are
available for Seattle U students for
$30 through the Front & Center
Program for performances May 9
and 12. Interested students should
contact Sharon Cumberland for
more information.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Hookah lounge slithers on to Capitol Hill
Besides its legality, Cobb and his
friends see their lounge as an example of an ideal hookah bar. While
others in

town feature

loud music,

flashing televisions and secondhand
couches that might isolate customers, the Cobra hopes to use hookah
to bring people together.

Seattle needed a

legitimate hookah bar
that wasn't sketchy.
Erin Cobb
Owner, Cobra Lounge

Matthew Brady

1 The

Spectator

It costs $15 for a lifetime membership at the Cobra Lounge, which opened its first Seattle location last month
on Madison Street and 12th Avenue. The owners keep get their hookah directly from friends in Cairo.

Jennifer Williams
Staff Writer
Though Barista Boyz may attract attention throughout the
day, another establishment on East
Madison Street and 12th Avenue
draws a crowd once evening
sets in.

The Cobra Lounge, which the
owners claim is Seattle's only legal
hookah bar, opened its new location last month. The business,
run by seven friends who met in

high school in Seattle, originated
in Bellingham.

The Cobra hopes to

use hookah to bring
people together.
Erin Cobb, one of the co-ownexplained their decision to move
into the neighborhood.
ers,

"There are really chill people on
Capitol Hill. That's why we picked
the location," he says. "We felt like
Seatde needed a legitimate hookah
bar that wasn't sketchy."
Since Washington law states
that smoking is illegal in places of
employment, it is difficult to run a
hookah bar. That's why customers
don't purchase their shisha, the flavored tobacco smoked from a hookah, in the actual Cobra Lounge but
nearby, thus separating the smoking
and business aspects.

"It's a whole other social dimension," Cobb says. "I think there's a
lot we can take from Middle Eastern
society where you sit next to each
other and communicate without

technology and cell phones."
Relaxed social interaction is fostered in the lounge by more than
just shisha. The Cobra Lounge has
one spacious room with high ceilings, groups oflow couches and soft
lighting, which makes the space feel
more open.
And if you spend time at the
Cobra, you will likely make friends
with more than just those sitting on
the couches next to you but with
the owners, too. A $15 lifetime
membership paid at the first visit is
required at the Cobra Lounge.

for business, but for
friendship," Cobb says.
Members are often included
in the owners' cell phone contacts
so that when they host free events
outside ofthe lounge, such as skimboarding or a barbecue, they can get
"It's

not

involved.
For Seattle University students,
it may be out ofthe budget to spend

than a few nights a month at
the Cobra. Occasional visits, however, wouldn't cost more than seeing a
movie with a small group offriends.
The shisha, which comes from the
owners' friends in Cairo, costs between $18 and $23 and can last a
group of three for over an hour.
The flavors change every night
but might include "Razzle Dazzle,"
a raspberry flavor and the "Bob
Marley," a mix of apple and naturally stress-relieving kava.
more

Members are often
included in the owners'
cell phone contacts.
Along with the usual offerings,
the Cobra Lounge hosts events
six nights a week, including bellydancing and a DJ set at 8 p.m. this
Thursday and Friday, respectively.
Jennifer may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com
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Perfect Seattle U pitcher to be
inducted into Hall of Fame
Samantha Kettering
Volunteer Writer

stories behind his nicknames.
"I couldn't hit. But I could always throw

a

ball

over

the

plate," Carlson explains.
In 1960, when baseball coach Ed O'Brien needed a relief

pitcher, he knew that Don Carlson could deliver a win.
"Near the end of the game, if I brought him out, we were
going to lose," O'Brien remembers.
Carlson never disappointed.
After playing baseball at Seattle University for two seasons,
he finished with a 13-0 record. His record—which, O'Brien is
quick to point out, no pitcher with as many games has come
close to breaking—is what earned Carlson a spot amongst
Seattle University's 2010 Hall of Fame inductees.
Carlson's teammates enjoyed his trips to the pitcher's mound
for an entirely different reason than his talent, though. When
Carlson wound up his pitches, his face adopted an expression
of deep concentration. He would draw his lips back to reveal
his teeth, a sight that in some cases incensed the opposing
team's batters.
Carlson thought his unintentional pitching countenance
looked like a grimace. Some batters, on the other hand, thought
he was smiling at them while he struck them out. When he
began playing for minor league teams like theTacoma Giants,
angry batters often sought him out to curse him.
Carlson's game face earned him two nicknames during
his baseball career. He received the first, "Smiley," from a
Seattle University teammate named Bob Simmons. His second nickname, "Prunes," came later and was understandably
less desirable.
The reason Carlson became a pitcher is simpler than the
not

Carlson immersed himself in baseball at a young age. He
grew up in northern Seattle, and his two older brothers dragged
him along to neighborhood games. Carlson's early exposure to
baseball eventually gave him an edge on players his own age.
"You have to be exposed to this at an early age and make
lots ofmistakes. Then you just get better," Carlson states.
After graduating from Roosevelt High, where he played for
two years, Carlson went on to Yakima Valley Junior College.
In 1959, when Seattle University offered him a scholarship,
he changed schools.
Carlson played ball for Ed O'Brien during the 1959 and
1960 seasons. He and his teammates practiced on a grassless
field off of Broadway and played no more than 23 games a
season. The farthest they traveled was to Spokane for games
against the Gonzaga University Bulldogs.
When Carlson recalls playing Gonzaga, he can't suppress his
smile. "When I was playing, Gonzaga was good competition.
But Seattle always beat them."
After 1960, Carlson decided to try his hand at professional baseball, and he signed with the Fresno Giants. Over the
next three years he played for four more teams, including the
Eugene Emeralds and the El Paso Sun Kings.
Throughout his career in professional baseball, Carlson remained a student at Seatde University. He would take classes in
the fall and winter and took spring quarter off to play baseball.
In 1963 he retired from the minor leagues and returned to
school full time.

Braden VanDragt
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Don Carlson pitched for Seattle U's baseball team
from 1959 to 1960 and continued on to play at
Gonzaga University.
Carlson graduated from Seattle University in 1964 and
eventually began painting homes and buildings. A few
years ago he worked a job at the Silver Cloud Inn near
campus. During his lunch breaks he strolled over to Seattle
University and marveled at the changes it had undergone since
his graduation.
"You used to be able to park anywhere," he laments.
Now that his induction into the 2010 Hall ofFame is imminent, Carlson plans to revisit Seattle University more often.
He plans to attend basketball games next season, although he
confesses that he's not entirely sure what a Redhawk is.
Talking about basketball reminds Carlson that he hopes
to run into basketball coach Cameron Dollar at die Hall of
Fame Dinner. As it turns out, he and Dollar buy their suits
from the same retailer.
"Maybe I'll see him," Carlson chuckles, "and say hey, we
get our clodies at the same place!"
Samantha may be reached at ketterin@seattleu.edu

Historic basketball season 'exceeds expectations'
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor

slot in the College Basketball

Invitational, Collegelnsider.com

In their first full Division I home
season, the Seattle University men's
basketball team made history by
becoming the first team to have a
winning record as a first-year D-I

reclassifying team.
Finishing with

a

17-14 regular

season record, the Redhawks held out
postseason hopes of a tournament

Basketball Tournament or National
Invitational Tournament.
Though Seattle U did not end up
with an invite to any of these postseason tournaments, head coach
Cameron Dollar and director of
Athletics Bill Hogan had plenty of
positive reflections on the 2009-2010
basketball season. The Redhawks
won eight of their last nine games

and were 10-3 on their home court
ofKey Arena.
Hogan called the season a phenomenal success, praising the hard
work of the coaches and players.
"It was way beyond my expectations of what could have happened,"
Dollar said.
The end of the season also
brought honors to Dollar and
Charles Garcia, junior forward.
Garcia was named Independent

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Sophomore Cervante Burrell looks to pass during a game against Utah Valley University.

Player of the Year, and Dollar was
named Independent Coach of the
Year. These honors were voted on by
the coaches and sports information
directors of the seven independent
D-I schools.
Dollar, who counts the team's
greatest success as handling the daily
grind of being a D-I team, said his
team really stepped up in regard to
the demands placed on them.
Dollar was especially impressed
with the way his players were
able to handle the demands of a
travel-heavy season.
There will be bigger names playing at Key Arena next year, including
the University of Washington and
Oregon State University.
"Next year's home schedule is significantly better," Hogan said.
Both Hogan and Dollar were
pleased with the results of the
Key Arena deal this year.
"It's an amazing building," Hogan
said. "I can't think of a better place
for college basketball."
While Dollar is looking forward
to next year's well-rounded schedule of national and regional games,
he calls Key Arena one of this year's
major successes.
"People grabbed hold to our style
of play, and a goodthing we had with
the community [in the Key Arena
deal]," Dollar said.
Next year, the Redhawks will
play at the University of Virginia
and the University of Maryland and
will continue to play regional teams
like Eastern Washington University,
University of Idaho and Portland
State University.

The Redhawks will lose three
seniors to graduation: Mike Boxley,
Chris Gweth and Taylor Olson.
"The seniors coming up have
them as roll models on and off
the court," Dollar said. "They'll

be missed."
Dollar said it is important to look
the team
so
much
from
dynamics change
year
to year. He said recruiting is getting
progressively better and the team is
excited about the players coming in
next year.
Additionally, Garcia announced
he would be declaring for the NBA
draft. It was also reported that
Garcia would be hiring an agent,
and in doing so, he will become
ineligible to return to his NCAA
basketball career.
Dollar also expressed his gratitude
to the Seatde U community.
"I am extremely appreciative of the student and faculty
support," Dollar said. "We're all
growing together."
Hogan looks forward to getting
into the second year at Key Arena, especially with all ofthe new corporate
sponsorships the school has signed.
More media coverage and national recognition are other areas
generating excitement about the
upcoming season.
"Everyone I talked to knew we
had a great year," Hogan said.
at each season as its own since

Editor's note: Spectator editorTaylor Olson is

not Taylor Olson of the basketball team.

Taylor can be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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Baseball wins first
home game of year
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
The Seattle University men's baseball team snapped an 11-game losing
streak and secured its first home win
of the 2010 campaign April 9 against
Concordia University. Seattle U defeated the Concordia Cavaliers 8-1 at
Bannerwood Park in Bellevue, Wash.
The day before, the Redhawks suffered
a 6-0 loss to Pacific Lutheran University
at home.
The Redhawks took the lead in the
bottom ofthe first inning with a groundout from junior infielder Josh Kalalau
that scored Cullen Hendrickson, a freshman infielder.
With the bases loaded in the fourth
inning, freshman first-baseman Bryndon
Ecklund hit one over the left-field fence.
It was his first home run of the season
and the first grand slam by a Seattle U
player in 24 years.
Ecklund had a four-hit night.
Sophomore Brandon Kizer pitched
the first seven innings, only giving
up four hits and one unearned run.
Additionally, he struck out a season-high
seven batters.
Kizer leads the team with 41 innings
pitched and 22 strike outs. Against
Concordia, he picked up his first win
of the season and lowered his ERA by
almost a full run from 5.29 to 4.39.
Freshman Joey Pulitano pitched the
last two innings of the game, allowing
only one hit. Pulitano also struck out

four batters.
The Redhawks headed to Wenatchee,
Wash. Tuesday to face Washington State
University on the PaulThomas Sr. Baseball
Stadium, a neutral field, in a game titled
the "Cross State Showdown."
After a 5-4 lead in the eighth inning,
the Redhawks fell to the Cougars 8-4.
The Redhawks were first on the board
with two runs in the second inning but
WSU came back to tie the game in the
bottom of the second.
In the third, Seattle U had a 4-2
advantage that WSU chipped away
at with single runs in the fourth and
sixth inning.
In the seventh inning, Seattle U took
the lead again when freshman outfielder Sean Narby came through with an
RBI single to put the Redhawks up
5-4. But they could not hold off the
Cougars who came back with a
four-run eighth inning to defeat
the Redhawks.
After their loss against WSU, the
Redhawks dropped to 4-23.
The Redhawks will return to
Bannerwood Park for a three-game
weekend series against the University of
Nevada April 16-18.
Seattle U will play 14 of their next
15 games at home, with the one away
game taking place against the University
of Washington at the Husky Ballpark
May 4.

Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com

Cullen Hendrickson, freshman infielder, throws the ball to first base in Friday's game against
Concordia University. It was the team's first home win of the season.

In weekend games, softball
wins one of three against
Idaho State University
Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer
At the opening for the Pacific Coast

Softball Conference Saturday, Seattle
University pulled out a strong victory in
the double header game against Idaho
State University.
The result of Saturday's game excited
the team but their victory was cut short by
Sundays losses.
The 13-3 victory for Seattle U in the first
game began with two home runs and 10 runs
total, putting the Redhawks well in the lead.
Strong pitching throughout the rest of the game
gave little opportunity for Idaho State to catch
up and left the Redhawks feeling confident
when going into the second game.
"I started the day a little off, but I realized quickly that I just needed a little adjustment," said pitcher Kelsey Reynolds.
"It came down to getting the little things
right, and I think we did all the little

things right."
While the players seemed on top of their
game during the first game, it wasn't until after
struggling through the first four innings of the
second game that it seemed all the "little things"
came together for the team. After being down
3-9 for most of the second game, Seattle U made
a steady comeback through the multiple walks
that were allowed due to the less than proficient
pitches made by Idaho State's Nora Maschue,
who had been pitching since the beginning of
the game. But even with a new pitcher during
the last innings, Seattle U managed to pull ahead
and end with an 11-9 victory.

Swishes for Wishes

"We fell behind and we battled back," said
head coach Dan Powers. "It was our first big
come from behind of the year."
Powers seemed pleased with the teams victory
after stating that he thought the teams were very
well matched in skill and competition level.
"It's our time to prove ourselves,"
Reynolds said.
Senior Sandra Hernandez, who hit two
homeruns during Saturday's game, expressed
she was happy to have done her part but that it
was really a "big win for the team."
The Sunday games, however, took a very
different turn. Although Seattle U started
off the morning with a lead, Idaho State
worked hard to catch up and by the ninth inning they were tied. In the tenth inning, Idaho
State managed to get a run and come out
on top.
The second game of the day went much the
same way with Seattle U leading at first only
to be surpassed by Idaho State in the seventh
inning ending the game 5-4.
The Sunday loss was a big one for the team
but the team is looking forward to their upcoming games and other competitors.
"All the teams in the conference, with the
exception of Portland, are really well matched
and any given day it could be a win or lose,"
Powers said.
The team will compete next in Utah against
Weber State University and Utah Valley University.
The team is looking forward to the gamesand some
new competition.

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com

Mary K. Bryant-Likens I The Spectator

The fifth annual "Swishes for Wishes" Basketball Challenge, hosted by the Seattle
University Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, took place April 13. Proceeds benefit
the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Alaska, Montana, Northern Idaho and Washington.
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opinion
Don't let booze
Panhandling bill makes drown out the music
with
Seattle streets safer
know. Drinking Quadstock
EDITORIALS

OK, we

Seattle City Council will vote on a measure that would make
aggressive panhandling illegal April 19. The Spectator supports this
ordinance as a means of making Seattle streets safer.
"Aggressive soliciting" is defined in the bill as a person soliciting
money while another individual is making an ATM transaction and
directly after the transaction, anyone using "intimidating conduct"
to solicit money, or repeatedly soliciting a person who has already
declined to give the solicitor money. Aggressive solicitors could be
faced with a $50 fine or criminal prosecution.
Critics of the bill say it unnecessarily targets the poor, who would
be unable to pay any fine for their actions. However, it includes the
option that would allow anyone unable to pay the fine to instead
perform several hours of community service.
The bill does not state how many hours solicitors could face, but
given that $50 is a relatively low fine, it is not likely that an unrealistic
number ofhours would be required. (Consider that Washington state
minimum wage is $8.55.)

Additionally, this ordinance is not exclusively targeted at the
homeless or the poor. These rules of aggressive solicitation can also
apply to canvassers and petitioners, who perhaps repeatedly and more
adamandy solicit pedestrians more often than the homeless—not to
mention the canvassers could very likely afford to pay the $50 fine.
Aggressive solicitors have no place on Seattle streets. It is these
interactions that people remember more often than more civil interactions with the homeless.
In the absence of aggressive panhandlers, citizens will no longer
be able to generalize and stigmatize all panhandlers as aggressive or
free-loaders. With fewer aggressive panhandlers, perhaps we can turn
our focus to other homeless individuals, non-aggressive panhandlers,
and begin to write legislation for aid rather than punishment.
This ordinance is a first step in the right direction. Similar legislation worked to help clean up the streets of Tacoma, but what is
needed for the future is more funding for Seattle police on foot and
homeless aid.

at

is on par

eating

turkey on Thanksgiving.
And as Seattle Us annual music festival turns 21 this year,
toasts are in order.
Just keep your celebration in check.
At most all-day music festivals, the crowd around the main
stage swells as the headliner's set nears. But as night falls at
Quadstock, worn-out partiers trickle off Seatde U's Quad like
raindrops sliding down an umbrella.
By the time crews start tinkering with amps for the main
Quadstock performers, some students are already at home
clicking TV remotes, searching for an old movie to watch as
they crash after a passport party-packed day of boozing.
If this happened to you last year—and even if you were that
guy who was found passed out on a bench in Subway on 12th
Avenue around 3 p.m. last Quadstock—we forgive you.
But don't let it happen again this year.
Quadstock XXl's lineup is way too good to miss. This year
SEAC scored not only local hip-hip king Macklemore—it's
also bringing Dan Deacon, a big-name electronic guru, all the
way from Baltimore, Md.
Tokyo Police Club—who comes to headline at our school
in between rocking Coachella and jetting off to tour the nation
with Passion Pit this summer—deserves an audience.
SEAC had to scrape up an additional $15,000 this year to
pull off big names like these. ASSU and other clubs pitched
in to help them cover the costs, which helped us get one hell
of a deal.
Though Quadstock's performers don't always make every
student at Seattle U squeal, let's face it: Most of us will never
again get an all-day music festival pass for just $10 in our
entire adult lives.
So don't spend May 15 slumbering on a friend's couch
surrounded by crushed cans of Rainer. Go to Quadstock, and
don't go so wasted you won't remember it.
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Woods' career still in the rough
Fernando Sioson
News Editor

the can of extra-marital worms that Tiger never
expected to see. It seemed that women were literally coming out from under the floor boards

Tiger Woods doesn't deserve a second chance,
but he's going to get one regardless.
Before the golf star managed to crash an SUV
50 feet from his own bedroom, the man was
arguably the most reputably pristine athlete in
the entire sports world.
Free from the steroid controversies ofbaseball players or the -rape allegations against basketball players, Woods stood on a pedestal, a
shining example of skill and professionalism
rolled into one.
One fender bender later, it suddenly comes
out that the spunky hero of 50-something golf
geeks has a deep, dark underside. The marital affair has been done in tabloids before, but Woods
made self-destruction look simpler than a 300yard drive.
The car accident in November 2009 opened

to get a piece of Mr. "I've won the Masters
Tournament four times."
A slew oftext messages and voice mails allegedly proved Woods' attempts to cover up his sexual affairs, prompting the man to release several
unspecified apologies to the general public.
Woods acknowledged his mistakes, saying
that he had "let his family down."
How did you let your family down, Tiger?
This is one sand bank you can't wedge yourself
out of.

After the initial incident, Woods appropriately pulled himself off the Pro circuit for an
undisclosed amount of time. Shortly thereafter, sponsors like Gilette, Electronic Arts
and Gatorade cut their sponsorship deals
with Woods.
Golf Digest magazine indefinitely suspended

the publishing of any Tiger Woods articles. It
was a telling sign that much of the sports world
wanted nothing more to do with Woods.
The man's reputation was falling faster than
a golf ball shot into the air.
Just this month, Woods returned to the golf
scene by participating in the annual golf Masters
tournament in Augusta, S.C. Maybe it was a
credit to his reputation that he was not booed
by the crowd his first time out.
Woods finished fourth in the tournament,
eventually losing to three-time Masters winner
Phil Mickleson. Is this the beginning of a stunning comeback for the once shining golf star?
Or is this the death cry of a sports career teetering of the edge of catastrophe? Good luck, Mr.
Woods, and be sure to delete your call history
next time.

Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.
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'Brutality' protest inappropriate, ignorant
Frances Dinger
Editor

Friday's protest against police brutality on
Capitol Hill was a shameful display of unorganized angst, not an act of constructive
dissident speech.
As a student journalist, I value free speech,
but free speech is not synonymous with
say anything.
Phrases used for the protestors' signs were unintelligent and made in terribly poor taste. Signs
included tired, profane statements like, "F***
the police," and just plain senseless ones, such
as, "Every time police beat, a kitten dies." Even
ignoring the fact that generalized blanket statements are boring and ineffective, more Seattle
police have been wrongfully killed by civilians
than civilians wrongfully killed by Seattle police
in the past year, so our city is perhaps the wrong

Bands that "should" have
been signed to play at

Quadstock
Journey

Insane Clown Posse

Rick Astley

Jon Polka

venue
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Protestors' messages ranged from the legitimate to the nonsensical at Friday's protest against

Miley Cyrus

police brutality.

(though there were mounted and bike patrol
officers who could have easily avoided the line
on the sidewalk), only civilian vehicles.
So what was the line's purpose? So civilin their cars would hear the protestors'
chants and read their signs? Maybe. But
our right to free speech does not mean we
have any right to force people to listen to
our message.
These attempts at dissidence would have
ians

been laughable on their own, had they not
been accompanied by protestors attempting to
roll a dumpster into East Pine Street and one
protestor throwing a paint-filled light bulb at
a mounted officer. Disruptive acts like this encourage violence and cause protests like these
to lose credibility.
Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

MP3s fall flat to vinyl's sound quality
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

in 2009, thanks to the recession and the increased accessibility in free digital music. Blender
Magazine folded its print edition completely in

Record Store Day is quickly becoming my
favorite holiday.
Of course, 90 percent ofAmerica probably
doesn't know the day exists, but that doesn't
mean it isn't important. The '00s were die decade
diat decimated therecord industry. We've all seen
the damage. MTV stopped airing TRL; Virgin
Megastores and Tower Records closed stores
across die country; Nickelback kept, somehow,
making terrible, terrible music.
But the destruction didn't stop with major
labels and die horrible bands they annually offered up for slaughter. Indie music stores, labels
and zines all around the world also took a huge
hit as digital music and online piracy hacked the
idea of music as a physical artifact into tiny little
pieces. Beloved label Touch and Go records gutted its staffand ceased distribution from partner
labels like Kill Rock Stars and Jade Tree Records

March of last year because the blogger-turnedcritic phenomena encouraged people to stop
paying to read about new music and the culture

surrounding

it.

As someone who has spent more than $ 10,000
on physical music media in his lifetime thus far,
the idea that CDs and vinyl records should come
to be replaced by MP3s absolutely terrifies me.
I understand the arguments for digital
music. It's compact, accessible, instantaneous
and affordable. I know. But it just doesn't feel
as real.
Most people don't realize that vinyl records
actually have higher quality sound than even
perfect, lossless MP3s. The reason for this is
nerdy and scientific and concerns the way sine
waves differ from digital waves, but the fact
of the matter is that, indeed, vinyl physically
sounds better. And most casual music fans will

never understand

Nickelback

Justin Bieber

Kesha

Owl City

full-quality sound; iTunes rips

CDs between 162kpbs and 256kpbs, but lossless audio quality usually ranges in the 600 to

'Weird Al'Yankovic |

700kbps range.

Records trump MP3s. CDs trump MP3s.
There's absolutely no arguing about this. And
Record Store Day is a chance for music lovers
to flex their audiophile muscles and remind the
world that physical music has a future. It looks
better, it sounds better and hopefully buying
music will make you feel better, too.
And Record Store Day is the perfect time to
get back in the pay-to-play music habit. With
awesome exclusive releases, tons of free in-store
performances and an awesome batch of good vibrations blasted through store PAs all throughout
the day, it's a holiday that is helping to make music real again. And for that reason, it might just be
one of the most important days of the year.

Dave Matthews
Band
.

for a protest like this one.
These statements overshadowed more valid
signs like one stating, "Stop targeting homeless
youth." A specific demand instead ofan unintelligent insult.
The protest was allegedly in response to
recent
a
incident in Portland in which police shot a man in the Hoyt Arboretum,
but this was not made very clear during the
actual event.
Protestors attempted to form a human
chain across 12th Avenue but were stopped
due to a swift police reaction. There were no
police vehicles approaching the intersection

THE
TEN

UWire—Ofall of the changes to
American society due to outsourcing, one in particular has recently
raised eyebrows: the delegation of
paper grading at some colleges to
companies that work in India and
Malaysia. This particularly worrisome trend received media attention when the practice was adopted
in a University of Houston class,
and brings up concerns about die
quality ofcontact that students are
receiving in large classes.
In this particular case, a company called EduMentry that hires
workers in India, Malaysia and
Singapore provided a service called
Virtual TA, which grades papers
for large classes that lack enough
teaching assistants. Outsourcing

in this manner takes away from
the education that students are
receiving, as there is considerable
value in having teaching assistants
who experience the class and then
evaluate students accordingly. This
allows the graders to take into account dynamics in the course that
otherwise would be missed by an
international firm. Furthermore,
outsourced grading strictly limits
the range and scope of the papers
being considered. Companies that
grade papers remotely likely rely on
an outline from the professor, listing points that should be covered
in the assignment. Papers should
be graded with a more holistic view
to encourage a diversity of ideas
that simply cannot be expressed
when attempting to follow a
fixed outline.
Additionally, it is worthwhile

I thought condoms

would be interesting to
research.
—

to

Reinard Sahagun,

junior, BFA: Digital design

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

have an opportunity to communicate directly with
the people who are evaluating
their work. Although office hours
with a teaching assistant would be
ideal, given the understandable
constraints of tight budgets, even
having the option to e-mail evaluators with questions is worthwhile
and preferable to a complete lack of
contact. Although large classes are
often the norm at some universities, schools should never overextend enrollment of classes to the
point where they do not have the
adequate resources —both physical
and human —to accommodate all
of the students.
In addition to the general
concerns about this trend in outsourcing, we have further doubts
about the specific firm used by the
University of Houston professor

for students

1

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Grade outsourcing cheats students
The Harvard Crimson Staff
Harvard U. via UWIRE

]

in question. While the company,
based in Virginia, asserts that all of
its "assessors," or graders, hold master's degrees and must pass written
exams before they are employed, it
refused to give specific information
on the graders' educational backgrounds. The firm insists that "the
proof is in the pudding" when it
comes to the success of their assessors. Yet, this lack of transparency
is troubling, especially considering
the already anonymous and impersonal nature of such outsourcing.
If firms like this are interested in
working with American universities on tasks as crucial as grading
student work, they should be more
forthcoming about the qualifications of their employees.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

CORRECTIONS:
The story "Professor provides therapy

to hundreds of Haitians" published
April 7 didn't meet The Spectator's
standards for objectivity. Statements
made by the writer were then inadvertently attributed in editing to professor Kira Mauseth. Mauseth didn't
say that Haitians lost their homes
because they lost their community,

as the story indirectly quoted her as
saying. We regret the errors.
A photo caption accompanying the
story "Support flows in for Ban the
Bottle. Campaign* published April 7,
incorrectly identified students collecting petition signatures in the Quad as
members ofthe Natural Leaders Club.
The students were actuaßy members
of a theology Religion and Ecology
collaborating withNaturalLeadWe regret the error.
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Narcotics
April 9 9:10 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing contacted a resident room to check
on a burning smell. Public Safety
confirmed the smell was consistent with marijuana, identified the
occupants and forwarded the information to conduct.
Alcohol
April 9 11:30 p.m.
Housing requested Public Safety
assistance in contacting a large
party in a resident room. The
occupants were identified and
information was forwarded to
conduct.

Malicious Mischief
April 10 3:30 a.m.
Public Safety observed a concrete
trash can had been knocked over
near the Interim Library. Public
Safety cleaned the garbage off
the ground and placed the trash
can back in its initial position.
Suspicious
Circumstances
April 10 8:40 a.m.

The Volunteer Park Spring Classic Bike Race , was sponsored by Seattle SuperSquadra Cycling Team (Team Cucina Fresca).

Cyclists roll through Volunteer Park
Photos by

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Public Safetyand Police responded to a third-person report of a
woman walking mostly naked on
campus, only wearing a jacket.
Public Safety spotted the woman
(non-affiliate), being led by a male
(non-affiliate), at 11th Avenue at
East Jefferson. Both entered an
apartment building.

Trespass Warning
April 10 4:50 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a known
non-affiliate female yelling to
passersby on the 800 block of*
11th Avenue. The female, who
has been issued previous trespass warnings by Public Safety,
was escorted off campus.

Above left, bikers wait to race. Above right, a biker warms up at the Volunteer Park Spring Classic Bike Race.

Disturbance
April 10 12 a.m.
Two students reported to Public
Safety that as they were walking
back to Campion from a service station they were followed
and taunted by two non-affiliate
males. Public Safety arrived on
scene and the males left. The
students advised Public Safety
they were never threatened and
did not fear for their safety. Public
Safety cleared the area.
Theft Attempt
April 11 1:30 a.m.
Public Safety and Police responded to a non-affiliate male trying
to remove a tire from a bicycle
on a university bike rack. Police
trespass warned the male from
campus property and placed him
in custody on suspicion of theft.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

op cycists in various heats were awarded cash prizes at the race, April 10, in Volunteer Park.

Law students take to the stage
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Spring 2010

Dr.

Journalism student Jamie
Richardson sat down with our VP
of Student Development, now in
his freshman year in the role, to
find the facts students like you
would want to know.

Jacob L. Diaz,
u

VP of Student Development

The vision Dr. Diaz has for a Seattle University student is a simple yet astute goal:
the students' experience of community. Making a more coherent experience of community and connecting this to the diverse experience of each student. Now that's a
mission to rally around.

Vice President

of Student Development,

Jacob L. Diaz, is excited by Seatde

University students. He is im-

pressed by our honesty, intrigued by our strong commitment to social justice, and enjoys talking to us informally.
But above all, Dr. Diaz loves seeing people succeed. "I keep coming back to what inspires me; it's really seeing
others succeed and make the most of the opportunities available", he says.
Perhaps Dr. Diaz's passion for growth and achievement stems from the ideas instilled in him by his grandmother. His grandmother always encouraged Dr. Diaz to go to school, because "people with an education have
more opportunities in their life." This focus on values, opportunity, and education are likewise reflected in Dr.
Diaz's own work and day-to-day interactions.
Dr. Diaz is undoubtedly excited about die uniqueness of Seatde University students. "[Seatde University
students] are doing something, they're involved somewhere. Even if it's not in the kind of way of what people
think of as a student leadership role, students are hooked-in in other ways—and that's really motivating to me."
The various departments of Student Development are first and foremost educators aspiring to provide
support to the growth of students, according to Dr. Diaz. He describes that "we don't live compartmentalized
lives. We're real people, we have heads and hearts. I often believe that the world is round and everything's connected." The Division of Student Development surely offers that connection.
So what projects is Student Development involved in that we should turn our attention to? The grand reveal of the McGoldrick Learning Commons, for starters. Diaz notes that he "wants students to play a part in that
celebration of [the] opening" come Fall 2010. Other projects include the new 12th and Cherry residence hall as well
as the gathering of student support to get a new fitness center. Perhaps worthy of noting is what Dr. Diaz describes as efforts for a division oriented towards diversity/social justice. This involves "Creating criteria in which
we can hold one another accountable to be the most informed and most conversant professionals we can be
around multiculturalism and social justice.. .and that feels really good to me," he says with a smile.
Dr. Diaz loves Seatde University and the city of Seatde for a variety of reasons. Perhaps most significandy,
a love for the ocean provides a deep connection to Seattle for him. A self-described metaphor for his own life, the
ocean perhaps represents the depths of his passion for others' personal growth. Or maybe it sprouts from his brief
time working as a commercial fisherman for albacore tuna. "That's what convinced me to go to school," Dr. Diaz
says with a sparkling sense of humor. Whatever the case, Jake Diaz's dedication to Student Development and the
development of students is undeniable.
For more information about the Office of Student Development and to see a list of all areas of student life
in which they cover please visit their website at: www.seattleu.edu/studentdevelopment
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To my fellow students:
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My name is Jesse David, President of the Associated Students of Seattie University. Acting as your student government on campus, ASSU communicates with students regarding their collective and constituent interests, promotes opportunities for student leadership and involvement, assists in the development of a cohesive undergraduate community, and provides the undergraduate community with political and financial support. Therefore, as this spring quarter 2010 begins, I would like to communicate with you some of the projects your student
representatives have been working on to ensure a better university experience for all.
This year ASSU has already had a lot of success advocating to the administration regarding your needs. We have
secured student positions on all Board of Trustee committees, including our two newest ones of Jesuit Identity and
Student Development. We have also placed over 20 students on university wide committees like the Rank and
Tenure Committee and the Space and Capital Committee. Seeing a need to increase the presence and effectiveness of the department, we helped to secure two new full time Public Safety positions. We provided student input
during the budget deliberation process, and helped make the decisions more transparent, as well as articulated the
importance and student support of a new fitness center to administrators and donors. As we have done all year,
ASSU has also been working hard on issues YOU have made us aware of like advocating for the need of a longer
transfer orientation, providing more bus passes at the CAC, and creating opportunities for more ecological paper
usage. We have also tackled many issues of social justice in our community including supporting the creation of a
Fallen Heroes Memorial, and co-hosting a Haiti benefit concert in Campion Ballroom.
There are two projects in particular that 1 would like to highlight to you because they are very beneficial to the
whole student body. The first is the Student Saving's Club. This program allows students to receive discounts and
promotions at many local businesses by simply showing their Student ID Card. Some of the businesses included
are Cafe Vita, Costco Wholesale, and Broadway Grill. For the entire list of businesses and their promotions, you

simply go to www.studentsavingsclub.com and explore all the great deals! The other project I would like to
highlight is our BeHeard program. BeHeard allows students to voice their opinions and give us feedback and inspiration for new projects. BeHeard can be accessed through its Facebook page, SU email, on-campus note boxes
outside the ASSU office (STCN 360) and the CAC, and lastly at www.seattleu.edu/assu.
can

ASSU is also the host organization of the popular group Red Zone, which along with the help of Athletics and
ASSU is already looking forward to next year and getting ready for another successful drive into Division 1 Athletics for the Redhawks!
With this year quickly coming to an end, and ASSU elections for new student representatives draws nearer I would
like to take this opportunity to thank the entire university community for making this a great year at Seattle University. ASSU has been able to accomplish some great work so far this year, which we hope continue for the rest of
this year. Without student opinion and feedback, however, this is not possible. Please make sure you are taking
advantage of ASSU, and if you have any questions or would simply just like to meet us, please stop by our office in
Student Center 360. 1 hope that you all have a happy and sunny Spring Quarter!
Go Redhawks,
Jesse David

President, Associated Students of Seatde University

